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Student Alliance Protests CIA Actions
-By David GerberAssistcmt News Editor
For the second straight year, The
Trinity Progressive Student Alliance
staged an anti-CIA protest in opposition both to the agency's practices
and to the ability of the CIA to recruit
on campus. The group, who braved
freezing cold temperatures, carried
picket signs outside Goodwin, where
the CIA interviews were held last
Tuesday. .
"Although our ultimate goal is
to keep the CIA off campus,", said
Jonathan Kulok '89, Co-President of
the Progressive Student Alliance, "the
most important aspect of the protest
was education."
According to Kulok, the protest
itself was merely the consummation,
of a week long effort to enlighten
"Trinity students which included the
CIA Fact of the Day, and an alleged
former CIA agent who spoke Monday night (The Tripod has been in-,
formed that the Career.Counseling
Office received a call from the CIA in
Boston claiming that' Verne Lyons
had not been employed as an agent for.
the CIA. This authenticity of the
claim have not be verified). In addition, during the protest, those in attendance witnessed speeches by three
Trinity Professors and a former Trinity student.

"I think the problem is that they
violate.the type of values that institutions like Trinity try to establish,"
said Professor of Psychology Charles
Schultz, "They are secretive, deceptive, and violent, and that is hostile to.
the ideas that we want to establish."
Schultz cited several instances
in which the CIA has lied to the
American public. For example, he
noted that in 1976, the Church Committee investigated the CIA, FBI, and
several other governmental agencies
and found that contrary to the CIA's
charter, the CIA had been conducting
domestic spying.
Nathaniel Moffat '91, who held
one sign reading "America Needs a
Strong CIA" disagreed with much of
the information supplied by the PSA.
He said, "There has been afair amount
of misinformation that has been propa-'
gated by the protestors."
Concerning the validity of the
facts, Kulok stated, "All of the information we used in our CIA facts of
the day came either from the New
York Times or from the Trinity government documents library."
"You are successful in what you
are doing," said Assistant Professor
of English Fred Pfeil, supporting the
PSA's goal. Pfeil continued, "Last
year, there were over twenty people
signed up to interview with the CIA:
This year there are only four names
on the roster."
Unlike last year, the PSA wit-

nessed very little counter-protest
Tuesday morning. Residents of
Woodward, Goodwin, and Cook
voiced the most opposition , mainly
because many were awoken to the
sounds* of megaphone-amplified
chants, which began as early as 9:00
a.m.
Interestingly Moffat was the

only person who visibly opposed the
demonstration; however, Moffat clarified his display, "I was not there to
counter-protest, instead I used their
presence as a capacity to show support for the CIA. "
Moffat offered two reasons for
the lower number of counter-protesters. He said "The student body didn' t

Probation
Rumors
Misleading
-By Heather SmithNew.s Staff Writer

Ray Crosby '89 prepares to go skiing last Friday night with the Allcn/Vernon
RA's.
Photo by David Copeland

Program Stirs Fraternity Debate
-By John ClaudNews Editor
The fraternity question at Trinity has long plagued administrators,
faculty, and students alike. This issue
was addressed last Wednesday night
in a Faculty/Administration/Staff
program entitled "Frat Chat."
The program was structured in
the form of a debate between Clyde
McKee, professor of politicalscience,
and former yice President Thomas
Smith, who retired last year.
The resolve of the debate was,
"Fraternities make necessary contri'butions to the intellectual and social
environment of Trinity."
Most of the students in attendance were fraternity members. Every .
fraternity at Trinity was represented
at the program. •
McKee argued in favor of the
fraternity system. He offered that
many of the fraternities here were
started as intellectual societies or
reading clubs.
Pi Kappa Alpha, according to
McKee, was founded as a response to
hazing procedures. His argument
followed that these traditions were
part of the fraternities' goals and
objectives,
McKee also stated that the fraternities are a source of income* to
Trinity. "The alumni of the fraternities give larger amounts of money [to
the College] than those who were not
in fraternities," McKee said.'
Smithargued againsttheresolu-.
tion, and nv fact ^advocated the destruction of the fraternity system here..
Smith said that among brothers
of the fraternities there were "very
few minorities;. In any random sample
of students the percent of minorities"
would be much higher; than in the
fraternities."
, These comment aroused the ire
of the cr6wd. Smith responded by
pointing out the single black student
in attendance.
. ; McKee opposed Smith's comments that fraternities discriminate.
"My point is that the entire College
discriminates," said McKee. "Frater-

nities are not responsible fqr the discriminatory attitude of this College."
Smith also argued that fraternities detract from the intellectual life at
Trinity. "They take student energies
away from other positions which may
be more beneficial to the College,"
said Smith. He referred to various
clubs and community services.
McKee countered that fraternities are by and large the greatest contributors to Trinity 'scommunity service.
McKee referred to the service
projects held by several fraternities.
He was referring to Psi Upsilon's
Blood Drive, numerous accomplishments by Sigma Nu, and lectures
sponsored by St. Anthony's Hall.

Smith said that if that was true,
he congratulated the brothers, "although I can" t congratulate Sigma Nu
because legate-they don't exist."
"'SigmafWu was organized under
the protest of the administration and
technically dpes riot exist," he said.
Following the debate students in
attendance asked the two speakers
questions.
,
Smith fielded most of the questions. Students representing Psi Upsilon, Alpha Chi Rho, St. Elmo's,
Kappa Kappa Gamma, and St.
Anthony'sHall all askedquesitonsof
him.
. '
His point that fraternities contributed to discrimination at Trinity
was heatedly contested. Several stu-

denis felt his points \yerc unfounded,,
and used the minority membershipat
St.Elino'sandSigmaNuasexamples.
Smith also pointed out that fraternities contributed to "underage
drinking and the use of fake I.D's."
McKee responded to this by telling
Smith that, in a random survey, "I
asked my students how many of them
had fake I.D's. Of those that answered
yes, none were fraternity members."
The students questioning Smith
also advocated the entire fraternity
experience as a bonding experience,
supporting one of McKee's arguments
that fraternities add to the friendship
experience of the college experience.
"Frat Chat" was sponsored by
the Office of Residential Services.

Shapiro Elected President
our class who really care.".
*.. - The underlying message from
the candidates was that they cared.
On posters and in election speeches,
The large turnout of candidates the overwhelming theme of the camand voters in the election of freshmen paigns was class unity. One candiclass officers was just one example of date said,' "I'm not running for a
the diversity and motivation of the position;'I'm .running for a job." He
class of 1992. There were twenty went on the say tiuit the "job" was to
candidates running for the three avail- lead a united class in a positive direcable positions, including eleven can- tion. .
didates for president, eight for viceConcerns were voiced within the
president and one for secretary.
administration and among students
The election turnout was equally. about the election. It was the comimpressive, with over 3.00 students- mon consensus that the race was
more than half of the freshmen class- marked by bitter campaigning, and,
votings Even with such a large turn- unfortunately, more than one attempt
out the race vyas: very close. David at smear campaigning. Nancy TelShapiro won the presidential election 1 ier, the Assistant Director of Alumni
with a slim margln-of-victory of nine Relations, who was in charge of the
votes, Harlan Miller managed to election process, is considering recapture the vice-presidency with jusy verting back to an open committee,
a few more votes, Caroline Oilman, with a chair-person, to lead the class
the only candidate for secretary, was and plan events. The class of 1990
victorious despite an^^ attempted write- was the last class to use the committee
;
in campaign.
._
process.
.; ,
The week before elections there
The newly elected officers were
were mixed reactions from students generally in support of the proposal
about the number of candidates run- for a committee. "I think it was very
ning for office. Opinions ranged from difficult for people to make a name
"It's ridiculous! All a person's got to for themselves. It's probably better
do is get thirty of their friends show for the Freshman year, since we're
up and vote," to "I think it's.great! It too unknown to each other to really
really shows that there are people in make the election process work," says
-By Blane KiengNews Staff Writer

find the protest as a serious threat, ana
the protest itself wasn't advertised
well in advance."
Kulok issued another possibility. He said, "Last year, there was
more of a circus atmosphere, and with
all of the counter-protests, there was
much more media attention. As a.
Continued on Page 5

Giiman. Harlan Miller responded, "I
really have mixed feelings about it.
The committee has its advantages,
because everybody that runs can
basically have a say in something.
And if you're not picked as chairpersonof the committee you can still
be involved. Then depending on how
your involvement is>, you can be
elected the next year. But I think the
amount of interest that was shown in
this election suggests that the democratic process should be stuck with.
There's a lot of enthusiasm."

Contrary to rumors that 200 •
Freshman are on Academic Probation this semester, approximately 180
students are on academic probation,
and only 39% of those students are
Freshman, according to the Dean of
Students and the Registrars Office.
This semester between 45 and
50 more students are on probation
than in past fall semesters, but Dean
of Students David Winer sees several
reasons for this increase.
One reason may be that there are
more students this year than ever
before, due mostly to a Freshman
class of 543 students. Winer feels
thatthedistributionrequirementsmay
be another cause of students increasing difficulties.
' 'In the past, students could av oid
certain ureas, but now they are forced
to take courses that they have less
interest anHskiil in,"Wiirter explained.
In any given year, the percentage of Freshmen on probation is higher
than any other class.
"The amount of freedom can be
overwhelming for Freshmen theirfirst
semester at college, and Freshman as.
1
a rule are stunned by their performance the first semester. Most do not
do as well as they did in high school,"
Winer conimented. "Some Freshmen do not take academics as sen-.*
ously as I and a significant number of
the faculty think they sftould."
Winer does not hold the college
administration or faculty responsible
for. the large number of probationary
students.
.'.,
^ >..
"The college responsibility to
invoke seriousness in the students is
done through the courses the faculty
teach. If the students don't take it
seriously then a lot of the responsibility must lie with the students themselves," Winer said. "We make certain assumptions about the amount of
responsibilities students. . .who arfe
treated as adults with the exception of
drinking, can take."
A student is placed on Academic
Probation for a Semester either by
failing a half or more credit course,
obtaining less than a C- average, or
f a i l i n g t oc o m p l e t e f o u r c o u r s e c r e d i t s . / * •••••.-'.* . ••' -*• *•;•• • ' . - • '
•

Any student on probation is
Continued on Page 5
.
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Editorial
The confusion of the past semester caused by the disorganization
of the SGA budget process has made it necessary to change the nature
of student organizations' budget management. Whether this change
should be made at the level of the Budget Committee itself or within
each studentorganlzation is the major issue involved in this confusion.
Some sources claim that the problems inherent in the budget process stem from theSGA Committee itself. While some blame must be
deposited at the grass-roots level of the varied activities of the Trinity.
Community, any degree of disorganization or mismanagement in the
Budget Committee brings its own existence into question,
At this point, a student-run organization holds complete monetary
power over every other such organization at Trinity. If the Budget
Committee is unable to handle that responsibility, it is the school as a
whole that suffers. The students find themselves unable to operate
those extra-curricular organizations which have made up much of their
college careers. The administration finds itself unable to advertise the
existence of those extra-curriculars, which have been a major selling
point of this institution in attracting new students.
•
At this level, a tighter observation of the Budget Committee by the
administrative powers-that-be may be appropriate, if not essential.
The administration has as much to lose as the student body in any
situation involving a cut in the activities fund. In a position of
economic hegemony over every other group on campus, the Budget
Committee has come up short.
Failing to organize both its long-standing and newer debt problems, the Budget Committee was unable to supply many of the oldest
organizations on campus, such as AIESEC or Jesters, with funds
necessary to function for the first two months of the academic year.
Community Outreach, among the most important and valuable of the
organizations existing on campus, was not immune to the 10% cut in
funds made after half of the annual budget period had passed, RegardJess of the many problems which the Budget Committee has had to
face, with proper management, one would hope they could-distribute
funds on an even and fair level. Obviously, this has not occurred under •
student management, regardless of whatever difficulties have been,
involved.
',
"
.
'
Perhaps a full-time employee of the school could help this situation. While this solution to problems of management involves a
certain degree of expense itself, proper organization could prevent the
annual deficit which has reached points far beyond a reasonable salary.
. It has also been suggestedlthat leaders of individual organizations
become responsible for activity funds. It would be more proper to have
each organization responsible for outstanding debts. An extra-curricular which is guilty of unreasonable over-spending, which, is a
problem over which the Budget Committee has no control, should be
given a reduced budget in theSfollowing year. With this as apossibility, it is unlikely that any groiip will unhesitatingly leave outstanding
debts when May rolls aroundi
Regardless of which solution to this problem is chosen, there is no
doubt thataproblem exists andis effecting every student activity. With
proper organization one hopes that, come fall,4he current lack of organizational funds will find itself reversed.
RMM
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Smith's Claims Are Unfounded
Dear Mr. Smith,
After
attending
last
Wednesday's "Frat Chat", I would
like to address your weak argument
concerning the concept of brotherhood. You asserted that by joining a
fraternal organization, one exposes
himself to manipulation by others. In
essence, he is in danger of becoming
disabled in terms of his ability to
upholdhis own values and judgments
in fear.that he will act in such a
manner as to differ with other brothers' beliefs.
Brotherhood, Mr. Smith, is not
about securing the aggregate values
and opinions of a group, but rather, it
allows individuals to differ in opinion
and yet remain steadfast friends after
all is said and done. I have two brothers at home, and I shudder to think of
the number, of arguments we have
engaged in through the years. However, I can say that my love and sense!,
of brotherhood towards them has"'
grown stronger over llie years. The
same situation holds true with my 41
brothers in Alpha Chi Rho. Despite
the many disagreements tliat occur
within the fraternity, I can assure you
that I retain the same moral outlook
today (after a full year of brotherhood) that I brought to Trinity as a
freshman.
;
I feel sorry for those who hesitate to enter an organization in fear
that his values will be manipulated.
Anyone who does not possess the
fortitude, as you so vehemently cited
as an ess.ential characteristic to embody, to stand by what he believes in
is worthless to society. A mere puppet; like a dummy who can only mouth
the words of the ventriloquist.
You admitted that you were once
a pledge to a fraternity at Trinity
College. How ironic!. Maybe if you
had some of that same fortitude many
years ago, you would have been able
to make your own decision on whether
or not to become a pledge, instead of
being manipulated into the situation:
Consequently, you wbuldri'thave had
such an unpleasant experience as a
postulant and, also-, would have allowed yourself to take a more objective look at the Greek system.
To become a fraternity member

at Trinity College was one of the best
decisions I've made since entering
school. It provides me with.opportu-"
nities and experiences that I would
not have otherwise, encountered. The
friendships and memories will last a
lifetime. Although my friendships do
not end at the front porch of Crow, it'
sure is nice to know that I have 41
brothers that I can count on at any
time. For brotherhood is not just a
word, it brings with it many special"
feelings that neither I, nor any member of a fraternity or sorority, would
give up for the world. So you see, Mr,

Smith, until you can provide me with
a more valid criticism of brotherhood, I suggest that you completely
eliminate it from your argument for
prohibiting the existence of fraternities and sororities at Trinity College.
.Sincerely,
Todd Levine '90
Member of Alpha Chi Rho
P.S. Thank god that my mother was
not at the debate to hear you call me a
"follower" and a "slob"!

CIA? They Can Wait
Until After 11 A.M.
To the Editor:-—» .- We, the undersigned, would like
to voice a complaint about the protest
of the CIA on Tuesday, February 7.
Although some of us harbored strong
feelings about the demonstration, we
are not writing a political letter.
Rather, we wish to express our anger
' at the protesters for waking us up and
not letting us sleep.
We all live in Woodward/Goodwin, and for many of us, the protest
was right underourwindows.lt started
at approximately 9:00 a.m., and there
was shouting, chanting, and speeches
over a public address system. Those
of us who did not have classes, and
others who returned from those horrible 8:30 classes with visions of a
• warm comfortable bed dancing in their
heads, were dismayed to find • that
1
there would be no sleep for those who
live facing the Quad. Some of you
might not feel that we need to sleep
after 9:00 a.m., but for those of us
who are sick, and who stayed up until
4:00 a.m. writing apaper the previous
night, the sleep was something we
certainly could've used.
How would the organizers of the
rally have felt if we had stood outside
their meeting room and shouted and
made speeches over a microphone?
Doubtless, they would've had Security drag us away within mirfUtes

(actu|,lly,,!:,.with Trinity Security, it
W8ul8probably takean hour.butthat's
another letter).
Therefore, we wholeheartedly,
object to the protest. If this is going to .
become an annual event, try these
guidelines next year: 1) Start the
protest no earlier than 11:00; 2) If you
feel that the protest must start at the
crack of dawn, choose a location farther away from people's bedrooms,
or have a silent protest until 11:00; 3)
If you ignore our other suggestions, at
least buy a free keg for the inconvenienced residents as a peace offering.
. I t seems ironic that people who
are so concerned wi'th the abridgement of people' s rights can recklessly
tread on the rights of the fellow students at their school. You didn't intrude on the rights of the CIA by
protesting, but you did manage to
trample on the rights of the students
who chose to interview, and espe-.
cially on those of us who just wanted
a good morning's sleep.
Yours sleepily,
William M. Thimes '90
Mark Davis '92
Kevin Hall '92
RickDucey'92
Scott Brown '92
John Ulrich '90
Jamie Smith'90
Kevin Baxter '92
.

Is Trin Liberal? You Decide...
To the Editor:
...• . /
.•;.-• -Tuesday, February 7th was the
evening selected for the candidates
running for freshman class offices to
present their positions to the members of the freshman class. Many
people are aware of the results of that
evening, but they are unaware of the
course of events, which led to an inter-,
esting. evening.
"Trinity College... what a liberal institution." "Upon entering my
home my mother answered the telephone only to hear, "I don't.want your
^ i , i;4..Matthew G. Miller""'.'"-"-'"".! nigger daughter going to the same
. school. Youbetter send her to a nigger
school."
••• .
TheTrippd accepts and; prints letters to the editor. All letters must be
"Trinity College... what a lib§ "
rida ' On^Jetters s ^ n e d | y tfe a i l p i b l i p i
eral institution,'' /'Excitedly checkiienurn ^r fop'eri
isidepdfor p | f Iication.
ing my suggestion envelope ais dorm
§ is no li itefe Ieng
i ^
ves|fhe righ
representative, I hurriedly read one of
250 wo s ir^ngt
^ r s m ^ be le
my first suggestions: "Nigger, what
p b "offi cfiiJacksbiib
) or mailed tcniox 13
are you going to do for us?"
iiJack's'bii
:
be reached a 297-2583,
"Trinity College,,, what a lib-

p

p

eral institution." "That nigger Mike
Pina will never win as class president." This was the statement I overheard as I uneasily checked my mail- •
box.
.'.'...
•
One might think that the above
statements are blatant lies. Unfortunately, at this "liberal" institution,
they are very true. This truth unleashed .
anger that proved embarrassing to
myself, my parents and my race on
Tuesday evening. I was always taught
:
not to succumb to the level of ignorance ;to which I succumbed that
evening. Therefore, Michael, I apologize fpr. my actions.

Donna Haghighat, the senior
class.president, used a closing comment which sets foremost in my mind.
She said, "We must remember to work
together to unify the class." I did not
feel that the sense of unification when
my mother told me about the phone
calls, nor did I feel it when I looked
into my suggestion envelope. Nor did
I feel at one with the class when my
fellow student was denied the status,
of respectability as a qualified candidate solely because he is, black.
Respectfully,
Joy Brinson '-92

The opinions expressed in these
letters do not necessarily reflect
the opinions of the Tripod staff.
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Op-Ed
Search for New President Continues
Chairman of Committee Outlines Objectives

W. Miller Brown
Dept. of Philosophy,
Trinity College

Dear Miller,
Thank you for your letter of
December 1, 1988 regarding the
Presidential search.
With regard to your specific
suggestions, as you know, we have
already begun a dialogue with the
Faculty, Administration, Students
and in the Tripod with respect to
our search for a new president. I am
sure you can appreciate that there is
a degree of confidentiality which
must-be maintained, but after giving consideration to that aspect, we
will try to be as open as possible in
communicating with all of the many
constituencies who are involved in
this decision.

We are definitely looking at the
educational purpose of, the College
and what really is needed to move
Trinity forward in the next ten years.
The Presidential Search Committee was selected in the same way
as it has been done in the past at
Trinity. I believe the reason that there
are seven trustees is that the Trustees
ultimately have the responsibility for
selecting the new president. We believe that with the six alumnae of the
Trustees, and two from the Faculty as
well as the two students who will'
become alumnae, that the alumnae
are certainly well represented on this
committee. Obviously there is no
perfect committee, but I believe that
this committee is a very good one,
and is more than capable of selecting
the next president of Trinity College.

We have circulated the names of
members of the Search Committee so
that the entire college will know who
is on the Committee. With regard to
using a Head Hunter, Affirmative
Action, etc., as I have mentioned at
the Faculty and Administration meetings, we have given this serious consideration and Affirmative Action will
be one of the most important issues
we consider in the next president. As
you know, we have hired Bill Bowen
of Hiedrick and Struggles, Inc., who
will be helping us with the search.
As you know, we have sought
the Faculty's view, and will continue
to seek their view as we proceed with
the search and we will be communicating with the faculty on a regular
basis as to the progress of the search.
With your concern about the

major issues of endowment, etc., we
have definitely considered these issues and will be meeting with the
Trustees and the Strategic Planning
Committee to review them in greater
detail. In a general way, it is obvious
that we need to raise more money to
continue to support the educational
programs at Trinity. We are concerned
about increasing the intellectual life
on campus and maintaining a social
environment which is healthy for the
student body. We do not expect to see
the student body grow beyond its
present size. We are definitely concerned about our relationships with
Hartford, and how our new president
will have to interface with the Hartford community. We are not considering moving outside the city. The*
committee is definitely interested in

raising the visibility of Trinity on a
national basis.
I am sure I have not responded
fully to every point made in your
letter, but I have tried to cover some
of the high points. As you know, we
will continue to meet with the faculty, administration and the students
to constantly be receiving input and
to at least give as much output from
the committee as we believe is prudent considering the confidentiality
of the search.
We certainly appreciate your
interest and interests of individuals
who share your point of view.
Sincerely,
Edward A. Montgomery, Jr.
Chairman, Presidential Search Committee

Brown Offers Five Point Plan for Search
Mr. Edward A. Montgomery, Jr.
Chair. Presidential Search Committee

Dear Ned:
It was good of you to agree to
having your letter to me printed in
the Tripod. I am sure it will be of
interest to many of our students and
others at Trinity. I was gratified,
too, to read Steve Brauer's thoughtful letter in the January 24 Tripod.
His suggestions deserve serious
consideration.
I gather from reports by the
faculty members of the search committee that the committee's work is
going well. They certainly seem to
be busy! Still I am persuaded that
our effort to engage the college
community in a, more general debate on the College's current situation and future prospects will be
very much worth the effort.
What I have in mind is our discussing a hypothetical situation: the
case of a candidate who appears before your committee and asks,
"What are Trinity's current problems? What are its near-term
goals?" This will surely involve no
breech of committee confidentiality. My impression is that there is

no consensus among students and
faculty members on how to make
such questions more specific and
thoughtful. I tried to suggest some of
the issues that should be a focus of
such a discussion. Let me propose
several more.
1) I was struck recently by an
announcement, reported in the New
York Times that the president of
Boston University has begun a fundraising drive to raise $ i billion by
the turn of the century! Their current
endowment is now only $165 million, scarcely more than Trinity's $ 115
million. We can not, of course, hope
to match aprivate university of B.U.'s
size, but shouldn't we begin now toproject our needs into the next century, which is now only a dozen years
away? Since I wrote" you last,
Amherst's endowment has topped
$300 million. Isn't it time we set
some such goal for ourselves, reaching far for the financial resources we
will need in the coming years to
achieve a ranking as a first rate college?
2) Many people at the College
believe that we have lost the competitive edge in the last decade or more
for the very best students who are

going to other institutions. At the same
time, for various reasons, the faculty
has improved significantly. In a
buyer's market we have attracted a
growing number of young scholars
during the last decade, whose scholarly efforts,high-quality teaching and
involvement in many activities at the
College are outstanding. But as the
student demographics change again,
as they will, and as the number of
excellent young scholars declines, as
seems likely, at a time of increasing
senior retirements, such people are
going to be harder to attract and increasingly difficult to keep unless
Trinity succeeds in re-establishing
itself as a premier institution..What
steps can we expect a new president
to take to anticipate such pressures?
And indeed, what can we do to attract
a larger portion of the outstanding
students who choose small colleges?
3) I have mentioned two issues
that deserve to be linked. Though our
endowment is not as large as other
colleges, itnevertheless is substantial
by some measures. It has also been
usual for colleges with higher endowments to attract students with better
records. Yet we are currently enrolling class after class with lower aver-

Frats Not Discriminatory
To the editor:
During last Wednesday nights
Frat Chat, ex-Vice President Smith
insisted that Trinity's fraternities
discriminate against minority students. On behalf of Alpha Chi Rho, I
assert that our fraternity does not, nor
ever will, discriminate against any
race, creed or color. Furthermore, I
am sure that this fact applies to the
rest of the Greek community. Also,
Mr. Smith admitted that Trinity College does discriminate on behalf of
economic background. In other words,
if you have $18,000 to spare, then
your chances for admissions are
greatly enhanced. Trinity follows the
old adage that most "non-profit institutions", like the PTL Club, behave
by - "it is better to receive than give."
Unlike the college, we do not favor
applicants on the basis of wealth and/
or IQ, but rather integrity, honor,
loyalty and overall character.
The problem with minority participation in the Greek community
lies not with the fraternities and sororities, but rather the administration.
The fact is ihe Trinity College has not
fulfilled its obligation to create a
diverse student body. The lack of
black and other minority students at
this college has only recently become
a priority among the admissions office and, in this regard, their success
is debatable. The problem is not that
fraternities discriminate, but rather
past admissions practices have limited the pool of interested minority
students.
A second reason for a lack of
minority membership in fraternities
stems from minority and other stu-

dent participation in the Umoja Organization and the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks. Apparently, some students,
who belong to these organizations,
do not desire to join a sorority or
fraternity. Since these organizations,
like the Umoja House, provide the
similar social and intellectual opportunities that are available in a fraternity, this decision is understandable
and ordinary. In fact, as the fall semester Crow/Umoja Dance Party
demonstrated, these various organizations can work together and, in the
process, create a more understanding
and cooperative atmosphere within
the Trinity community.
I believe that fraternities do discriminate in one manner: they strive
to accept people that they feel will
behave with moral integrity, selflessness and honesty. They desire members who will contribute in a positive
way to a greater whole, regardless of
color, creed, race, wealth and/or SAT
score.
Yet, as Trinity's inadequate past

admissions practices prove, no organization on person is faultless.
People must continually strive to
better themselves and their community. Mr. Smith's unfounded claim is
an abomination and insult to the
concept of brother hood among all
people that the Greek community is
based upon and strives to uphold.
This uncalled-for insinuation of racism combines with Mr. Smith's other
atrocious indictments of fraternity
members to breed anger and dissension between the administration and
the Greeks. Unfortunately, ex-Vice
President Smith's lengthy administrative career has not taught him that
insults, fabricated allegations, and
derogatory remarks do not foster the
cooperation and compromise that
Trinity's administration and fraternities must exhibit when striving to
improve this college's Liberal Arts
education.
Sincerely,
Joseph P. Yamin '89

TWO Offers Thanks
To the Editor:
The Perspectives Committee of
the Trinity Women's Organization
would like to sincerely thank everyone who helped to make the discussion on "Women and Fraternities" a
success. We especially appreciate the
participation of membcrsof Pi Kappa
Alpha, Alpha Chi Rho, and St.
Anthony's Hall. We feel that the discussion was the first and important

step towards better communication
between these fraternities and
women's groups which have traditionally been seen as having radically
different opinions and goals.
Sincerely,

Melissa Ferguson
Susan Hangen
Caitlin-Dean
TWO Perspectives Committee

age SAT scores and high school
CGA's than schools such as Connecticut College with substantially
smallerresources. How has thiscome
about? What can we do to use our
financial and academic strengths
substantially to improve our abil ity to
attract outstanding students?
4) Many people are concerned
that Trinity has yet to becomea residential college where housing! social
services and other facilities are comparable to those of similar institutions; yet our students pay virtually
equally fees. Other colleges, like
Amherst and Williams, for example,
have seized the occasion of abolishing fraternities, to develop innovative
housing and dining facilities. Isn't it
time we made every effort to provide
equal facilities forall of our students
which do not.so largely depend on
private and exclusive sociaj clubs for
the amenities available at other institutions?
•5) These issues suggest to me
that in many ways Trinity has for too
long been an institutional underachiever. We have failed again and
again to develop and promote our
innovative academic programs both
in the early seventies with the Open

Curriculum, and again in the mideigtities with Project One. We have
watched complacently as the quality of thestudent body declined. We
are rapidly being overtaken by colleges that we once did not deign to
"compare ourselves" with, while
seeming to give up any pretense of
ranking ourselves with the very best.
Has the College lost its collective
nerve? What can we expect from
new leadership not only in the
administration, but in the faculty
and trustees, in the coming decade?
There is among many at the
College, and I think some alumni
and trustees, a deep feeling of unease at what we sense as unwarranted complacency about the College. I hope this will change. But
now is surely the time to assess the
College's future direction and prospects, to rekindle some of the collectiveself-reflection, ambition, and
pride that i&the mark of a thriving
institution.
My continued best wishes for
a fruitful search.
Sincerely,
W. Miller Brown
Professor of Philosophy

LIVE AND
LEARN IN
PARIS
, Exclusively French
Educational Service for
University Study
•Flexible and individually adapted program
•Total immersion "Guidance and support
•Cultural activities
Academic year: September 15 to June 15
Enrollment Deadlines:
Fall Semester: April 15
Spring Semester: October 30

For information write or call:

VIA PARIS
6 Greenfield Ave., Bronxville, NY 10708 •
Telephone (914) 779-3373
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Op-Ed
WRTC Needs To Rediscover Original Purpose
the station when pointing his finger at
To the Trinity Community:
Three weeks ago, I wrote a letter individuals responsible for theft and
to this paper which was mostly about vandalism at WRTC. Trinity students
putting a fence around the col lege and have no reason to feel any allegiance
mentioned also that WRTC should to the station; this is not because of
have more student involvement. Af- their transient nature (or the inherent
ter this letter ran, some mighty defen- immaturity Magoun assigns to all
sive rhetoric came spewing out of college students) but is due to the fact
current WRTC staff members. I was that WRTC neither programs music
intrigued, and did some research into for a college audience nor opens its
the station. This research, combined control booth in a very welcome fashwith my past experience as the WRTC ion for Trinity students.
The argument continuously preBusiness Manager and a DJ,, has
prompted me to share the truth about - sen ted by the station executive board
WRTC with the Trinity Community. is that they must provide continuous
When the station was original ly airplay to the community not only to
chartered several decades ago, it was meet FCC regulations, but also to
founded by students as a "club for ensure a supply of cash and records.
Well, that's ridiculous. The FCC
students. As aclub organization within
the college, it is responsible for being requires nothing of the station but to
open to the students. It was not maintain the proper wavelength and
founded as a community service foun- output power, and follow other prodation, The students have a right to • cedures suoh as an hourly legal stabelong to WRTC, whereas it is a tion identification. Both Mr. Lichatz
charitable privilege given to commu- and Mr. Magoun, as DJ's, should
nity members. The current state of know this. When they recite the legal
affairs violates the original intent of ID every hour, on the hour, they are
the station and the station's saying the terms of the FCC license
"WRTC, 89.3 FM, Hartford." As long
constitution.
There is nothing ignoble about a as the station is operating under those
college radio station that provides call letters, at that frequency, and in
alternative music for students and-is . that location, it is legally operating.
Theconceptofra7i«rerf24-hour,
operated by students. Such a situation
would satisfy the original intent of the 365-day operation is a myth. It began
station as well as be compatible with several years ago, and is now asthe educational purposes of the col- sumed true by the staff. Of course it is
a worthy objective, but it is totally
lege.
. :
Mr. Magoun raised the interest- unnecessary and is not required for
ing question of student allegiance to the station to successfully serve the

student body of Trinity as an entertaining and educational club.
As to the importance of the
community taWRTC'ssurvival... Mr.
Magoun holds that the station is
"dependent" on the community.
FALSE. When I was business manager, the station had two accounts
held in its name by the college: the
Agency Account, which holds the
funds raised by the yearly marathon,
and the SGA Account, which holds

To the Editor:
I would like to offically welcome all of our new members to
ConnPIRG. The General Interest
Meeting, held last Wednesday, was
a great success. We are well on our
way to a fun and productive semester.
I would also like to take this
opportunity to explain how
ConnPIRG is funded. ConnPIRG
has a contract with the SGA which
allocates a $3-per-student, persemester, refundable fee. This
money allows students to work
with professional organizers and
lobbyists. Because of the experi-

Very Sincerely,
Dave Copland '90

ence and knowledge of the staff,
students are able to effectively
work on important issues such as .
hunger and homelessness, toxic
waste clean-up and recycling. The
opportunity to get involved in statewide campaigns gives students the
chance to gain valuable experience and skills. I am sure that the
support of the students, faculty,
and administration will make this
semester a very successful one.
Thank you,
BethBoisvert'91
Chapter Chairperson

To the Editor:
The South Campus RC/A's
would like to thank !he following
organizations for donating prizes to
the All-Campus Bingo program:
Tapas Restaurant, Hartford Whalers
Gift Shop, Chili'sRestaurant.Pizzaroni, Campus Pizza, Nevada Bob's,
EMS, Margaritaville Restaurant, Trinity College Bookstore, Lena's Restaurant, The Keg, Doubleday Bookstore, Sweet Temptations, The Cave,
Tony Roma's, The Trinity Hockey
Team, and The College View Cafe.
All proceeds went to Reading Is
Fundamental (R.I.F.).
Thanks,
South Campus RC/A's

More Than One Winner

Faculty Should Lend A Hand
in Professor Grcenberg's class, for
example, that this type of information
does not go unappreciated by the
students. It is not necessarily that we
do not wish to attend such presentations, but sadly they are often not
usually well publicized, and although
we know where to get the information, we may simply forget. Students
are often afflicted with the disease of
"Oh, if Only I'd known". If we hear
from you that you yourselves aregoing
to attend such-and-such a lecture, we
may just feel that it is important and
would be an enlightening experience

What I am saying here is that the'
station does not depend on the community. The station was designed to
be for the students, and no longer is,
by any stretch of the imagination.
Either the station should be reformed
to its original goals, or it should be
shutdown, so thatthecollege'smoney
can be used for educational pursuits.

RC/A's
ConnPIRG Welcomes Thank
New Members
Sponsors

"Apathetic" Label Unfair:
To the Faculty of Trinity College:
For the past semester, we students have been assailed with the
accusation that we are not "intellectually motivated", or words to that effect. I would like to takethis opportunity to respectfully suggest to the
faculty that they may take steps to
help in this much-discussed problem.
There are a few professors who take
the first few minutes of class to go
over the schedule of.events for the
next few days and tell their students
about upcoming lectures, panels,
forums, etc. I know from experience

thefunds supplied by the college. The
SGA Account is used to operate the
station and the Agency Account is
used to supplement that operation. If
I remembe,r correctly, during my
semester in office, I used the Agency
Account to pay for a CD player, a
reel-to-reel tape deck, and several
parties held off-campus by the station. The point of the community
money seemed to be that WRTCcan't
use college money to buy beer.

for us, as well. Further, if the next
class' introduction were to be spent
discussing the event, that might help
to promote interest.
While we as a college try to
discover the nature of this apathy that
is so well-discussed (quite a paradox,
isn' t it?), even this small gesture could
have a large part in dispelling these
feelings. Two minutes a class, that's
all we ask.
Respectfully,
Marissa Boyers '89

' To the Editor:
recent campaign for president of the
freshman class.
It was a very competitive election campaign in which there seemed
to be room for only one winner. I
disagree, for all were winners in this
race. We the candidates forceH each
other to develop innovative ideas,
caused even our friends to be indecisive about who would truly represent
our class the best, and simply demonstrated a fervor of class spirit. The
Class of 1992 is the biggest beneficiary because it seems that only a limited amount of resources were tapped
in eight or nine all-out campaigns.

Despite the heavy competition it
seems tliat the candidates were able to
^remain goojbspMted friends, all still
seeking trie common ground of improving our class. .
Congratulations, DavidShapiro!
All eyes in the Class of 1992 are
looking to you to tap the hidden resources and provide the leadership,
initiative and representation that such
a' talented class deserves. Call on the
other former candidates if you need
to. We all have a common goal. Work
hard and diligently. Good luck in your
endeavors, and I will see you in next
year's race.
Sincerely,
Michael J. Pina '92

Which Would You Rather Spend?
A.) Four years and about $75,000

B.) Four weeks and exactly $35

DIPLOMA

To get a diploma, you'll have to
endure cramming, Caveburgers and
Classics. Tons of it.
All you need for a banner is a
hammer, some nails and four quickie
weeks.
The choice is yours (But
honestly, we hope you'll choose
both).

Wow. Send me :
: (quantity) custom-made, 36"x 60", heavy,
high-quality, mustard-gold on navy wool felt Trinity Banners. Please.
Sew the class year 19
on it. Please.
Enclosed is $,
(total). Thank you.

circle one:

commencement delivery

home delivery*

Name:
Street:_
State/zip:.

Send to: Banner Committee,
Senior Class Gift Committee,
Trinity College, Box 1033,
Hartford, Ct., 06106
make checks payable to: Trinity College-Senior Class Gift
| Any banner expected by May 28th
| (commencement) must be ordered by April
• 28th. Banners can be delivered on campus the
-day of commencement, if specified.

'Please add a fixed-rate
$3.00 shipping charge
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News
White House

-By Patricia PiersonCopy Editor
Two Trinity students recently
traveled to Washington, D.C as part
of the American Collegiate
Consortium's Soviet-American student exchange program. The trip,
which took place from January 2631, was a first for both Kalev Kask,
'89 and George Okribelashvili, '89 of
Tallin, Estonia and Tbilisi, Georgia,
U.S.S.R., respectively.
Organized by the Consortium
and Middlebury College, the trip
represented an opportunity for a party
of Soviet students currently in the
U.S. to convene at the capitol and
discuss their various experiences.
Funding was provided by the Consortium as well as by several private
sources.
"It was great," stated Kask,"...It
was very busy. We went to Georgetown University, the White House,
Capitol Hill, and all the memorials."
Kask explained that, in addition to the
general tourthe Consortium provided,
his and Okribelashvili's visit encompassed a two-day stay with Trinity
alumnus Stanley Marcus, a resident
of the Washington area. "Most students left on January 29. We stayed
for 2 more days," Kask added.
Kask, a computer science major at Trinity, described the trip's
itinerary as hectic. They made excur. sions to places such as the Smithsonian and the National Aeorspace
Museum. As an adjunct to Kask's
and Okribelashvili's formal exposure
to the area, Marcus provided a personal view of the Congress as well as
of sites in the Annapolis region. "We
had quite a private tour," remarked
Kask regarding these last two days of
sightseeing with Marcus. .
,
"Everything was quite interesting. I guess it was the National Gallery which was most interesting,"
stated Okribelashvili. Having misplaced his passport towards the conclusion of the journey, Okribelashvili
expressed regret at eschewing the
Senate tours for a visit to the Soviet

Blood Drive
Commended
By Red Cross
-By Neela ThakurNews Staff'Writer, r.
Psi Upsilon fraternity received
an acknowledgement from the Amertcan Red Cross for theirexcellent work
on the November blood drive. Debra
Jeffers, the area director for the
American Red Cross, emphasized that
the drive at Trinity was one of the best
drives she had ever seen.
She also credited the program
coordinator David Kilborn '90 as
•being "extremely well organized."
The fraternity members accounted for
a majority of the staffing at the drive,
: The November drive surpassed
the projected blood collection of 100
pints by 103%. Kilborn stated, "It's
been a while since weactually reached
our capacity ."One hundred and thirty
seven people showed up, and 132
were actually able to give blood.
Kilborn stated "We were happy
with the turnout on election day since
everybody had lots to'do." The fall
drive was confined to the student body
because Psi U felt that out of 1750
students, 7%-8% of the student body
would be adequate to reach the goal.
Due to their past success, Psi U has
increased their goal and decided to
open this semester's drive to the
public.
The next drive will be held on
March 7th from 10am to 3pm in the
Washington Room. WHCN will be
broadcasting directly from the blood
drive, to inform the public. The fraternity, "is looking for a much higher
turnout," because this will be a twelve
bed operation. They are hoping to
surpass their goal again.

embassy: "I was very upset I missed
the hearing. I would have liked to
have seen it."
Overall, the event furnished both
Kask and Okribelashvili with a chance
to further acquaint themselves with
fellow exchange students. "It was
nice to meet them," Kask elaborated,
"...Ihaven'tseen them forsix months,
since August when we met at Middlebury, and it was nice to see them and
discuss things. Basically it was the
last chance we have to see them,
because when you compl6te your
studies...you leave the country."
Okribelashvili commented on
Washington, D.C, "It's a really nice
city...I cannot say that I like one particular thing about it, but in general it
is a very interesting city." Kask added,
"I would not like to live there, but it's
very beautiful and a very nice city to
visit."
After graduating from the college, both students plan to continue
their education in computer science
in the Soviet Union. Okribelashvili
indicated, "I have to finish my studies
for
one more
more year
year oerore
before it
it's
com- : (.•.„;:;; y - v . " - . ? '
ror one
s com*\\ '. H •„•*«
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d
"
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two more years. I have a lot of things Kalev Kask and George Okribelashvili returned recently from a visit to the nation's capital. Photo by David Copeland
to do."
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Return of Life On Other Planets
-By John ClaudNews Editor
WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Williams is following Trinity in
requiring curriculum changes for
freshmen. The Williams faculty voted
to instill a course on minority or nonWestern cultures as a requirement for
graduation beginning with the class
of 1993. The motion passed by a fi veto-one margin. A concern of many
Williams faculty members is that class
size will increase, requiring caps on
the number of people who can take a
class.
A Williams freshman was killed
in Bethesda, Maryland on New Year's
Eve when the pipe bomb he was building, exploded. Two friends of the
student were also killed. The blast
knocked out the garage door and all
the windows of the home where the
students were working.
WESLEY AN UNIVERSITY
The drug policy at Wesleyan is
being challenged after several incidents involving students there.
A Wesleyan senior was arrested
on charges of drug possession and

intent to sell drugs, the same week
that over $4000 worth of drugs was
confiscated from a dormitory by
Middletown Police. Some students
found the narcotics and their accompanying paraphernalia in the basement of the dorm.
Wesleyan president William
Chacc met with the Board of I louse
Presidents in !he latter part of January
to discuss the role of fraternities in
residential 1 i fe at Wesleyan. By March
I all fraternities at Wesleyan have to
submit a written account of their
community involvement and academic record. The re-assessment of
fraternity life at Wesleyan comes in
the wake of several incidents during
the Fall semester involving fraternity
members exercising less than exemplary behavior.
BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Bowdoin is also having trouble
with their fraternities. While the
College recognizes the goals of trie
Frats are irreplaceable from the College atmosphere, a recent report to
the school president questions the
extent to which those goals have been
realized. No fraternities have been
disciplined yet, but the Committee to
Review Fraternities states in their

SGA Info Box
*The Faculty Curriculum Committee is debating the merits and possibility of a public speaking course at Trinity. Alisa Coren (Box 1574) is the
SGA reresentitive.
*Mather Committee representitive, Andres Estrada (Box 1066), is working with administrators on having a deposit function added to the Automatic Teller Machine in Mather.
*The SGA moved to send a letter to the registrar to stop the system of first
come, first serve registration when we already have permission slips.
*ConnPIRG gave their annual report.
*The, SGA moved to increase the Student Activity Fee to $200 due to
increasing costs of students publications.
*The SGA also passed amotion to give $50 to the American Pictures event
which took place Feb. 5.
*John Carter (Box 68) agreed to chair an ad hoc committee to work with
Dean Winer to find summer storage space for students.
*The Budget Committee will meet Thursday night at 7:30 and will be
working on a policy for overspending. Susanna Smetana (Box 370) will
be heading this committee.
*TCAC came to the last meeting to discuss bands for Spring Weekend,
they are working on one fairly popular band.
**Next Meeting - Tuesday, Feb. 14 at 8:00 in Hamlin Hall**

report that the conduct of the organizations is not principled.
Violations like alcohol and narcotics abuse, hazing, and sexual harassment were all mentioned in the
report, that suggested that fraternities
be reviewed once a year by the Bowdoin IFC and Dean of Students Office.

Maine state legislature each of the
last three years, but has yet to be
passed into law.

HOLY CROSS UNIVERSITY
Registration problems plagued
Holy Cross as well as Trinity the last
week in January. The freshmen at HC
ran out of class spaces, and many
classes had to be enlarged during the
registration process. Overj500 spaces
were needed, but only 400 were allotted.
••••••'••••..;
;

BROWN UNIVERSITY
If it's handled properly, the open
curriculum does have its merits.
A recent survey of 12,000 Brown
alumni revealed that the open curriculum employed there is well liked
by students and regarded as a boon to
education. The grads think the open
style of study caters to greater individualism and less pressure, thereby
increasing the willingness to learn.
The alum also bemoaned the poor
academic counselingat Brown, which
does not aid students in managing the
freedom of the open curriculum.

BATES COLLEGE
Legal issues over sexual orientation are troubling Bates' lawyers.
The school is suspicious about putting a sexual orientation clause in the
College policy because it fears the
clause would require the school to
protect both legal and illegal behavior committed by students and employees. This scenario could lead to
troubled legal waters downstream for
Bates. The "sexual orientation proposal" has been brought before the:

DIIKE UNIVERSITY
The boys on Vernon-Street are
eating theirhearts out. Duke's fraternity row was chosen for on-location
shooting for the soap opera"One Life
to Live." The row was selected by the
producers as the most ideal setting for
astoryline on the drama. ABCplaced
ads in over 50 college newspapers
asking students to tell them why their
school would fit the bill. There's no
word on how Trinity finished, but
we're sure it's near the top of the list.

The Writing Center
New Expanded Sunday Hours!
Daytime Hours: 115 Vernon St.
Monday
9am-5pm
Tuesday
9am-noon/ l-5pm
Wednesday 9am-5pm •
Thursday" ' 9am-5pm • •
Friday
9am-noon/ l-4pm •
Sunday and Evening Hours:
Library-Seminar Rm. 3
Sunday
l-4pm/6:30-9:30 pm
Monday-Thursday 6:30-9:30 pm
Drop in or phone for an appointment:
297-2460 or 297-2461
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News
Model UN DelegatesTriumph
-By Scott Burger
and Todd GiliespieSpecial to the Tripod
On Thursday, February 2, three
Trinity students traveled to Princeton, N.J., to take part in the Princeton
University Model United Nations
Conference.
Pat Reilly '91, Steve Anderson
'90, and Scott Burger '91, are all
members of the Trinity World Affairs
Association, the campus organization
which sponsored the trip.
More than thirty schools and
three hundred students took part in
the four-day Model UN by portraying
diplomats from different countries.
Reilly represented Iceland in a
_mock NATO meeting, while Anderson and Burger represented Japan in
the Special Political Committee and
in the General Assembly of the Model
UN.
Most of the UN sessions were
held at the Woodrow Wilson School
of International Affairs. Over the
weekend the students debated and
attempted to answer questions on
issues such as refugees, the role of
UN peace-keeping forces, and the
state of the international economy.
In Reilly YNATO meeting, the
delegates were given simulated crises
prepared by Princeton students. The

Probation
Rumors

Continued from Page 1.
requested to meet with someone in
the Dean's office. Some students
continue to meet with a Dean as often
as once a week, while others may
never have to come back, depending
on the individual case.
There arc usually fewer students
on Academic Probation the second
semester than the first, but more students are asked to leave. Students on
probation fortwoconsecutivesemesters are required to wi thdraw from the
college.
Winer is not alarmed about the
high rate of Academic Probation at
this point. "This office is going to
look carefully at the data. If there is
nothing unusual, then we will let it
ride."

realism of the conference sessions
was determ ined by the degree to which
the student delegates researched their
countries' positions on the issues
raised.
Student delegates also drafted
resolutions and amendments for their
committees, which were run by Princeton students acting as chairpersons.
At times the committees found it
difficult to maintain a serious demeanor and some of the delegates did
act out of character. For example, the
United States delegation yielded
speech time to the delegation representing the USSR.
Other activities at the conference included a keynote address by

John L. Washburn, the Director in the
Executive Office of the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations and a
speech and question-and-answer session with Larry D. Johnson, a Senior
Legal Officer in the UN.
The Trinity delegation took full
advantage of the conference, with
Reilly winning an Honorable Mention for Best Delegate. Burger stated,
"The Princeton Model UN was a great
way to learn about international relations from a diplomat's perspective.
Trinity should try to attend the Model
UN more in the future." The delegates also suggested that the World
Affairs Association should send more
students to the Model UN.

ConnPIRG Plans
Semester Agenda

Briefs
Black History Month Continues
HARTFORD, CT-— Noted auhor and lecturerBruceR. Hare will
J v e a talk titled "Black Youth at
Risk on Monday, February 27 at 4
p.m. in the Alumni Lounge of Mather
Campus Center.
The public is invited to attend
free of charge. Hare's talk is a new
addition to already scheduled Black
History Month events here at Trinity.
.
Hare, an associate professor of
sociology at the-State University of
New York at Stony Brook, is the
author of the book "Toward Effective Desegregated Schools."
His areas of expertise are the
sociology of education, social psychology and sociological theory.
Much of his research is concerned
with the influence of self-esteem and
socialization on academic achievement among pre-adolescents, and
the effects of gender, social class
background and race on perception
and performance.

islative office building to lobby their
opinions on toxic waste. According
to Beth Bois vert '91, the chair-person
of the lobbying effort, "This is a good
opportunity because we're not just
The Connecticut Public Interest working with lobbyists. We're workResource Group (ConnPIRG) has ing with citizens, the people effected
made a great effort this semester to by toxic waste, which is much more
HARTFORD, CT— "Compulaunch off its annual projects suc- significant to the legislators."
tational Models of Mind: What Has
cessfully. The three prominent events
The second ConnPIRG-sponAI Taught Us?" will be the focus of
scheduled for this semester are the sored project is the annual Hartford
the Third Annual Artificial Intellicampaign to clean up toxic waste, the Hunger Clean-Up. Lastyear's event
jence Lecture Series presented by
annual Hartford Hunger Clean-Up, was a huge success, raising over.$4000
Trinity College and The Hartford
and a recycling project.
with the help of over 200 students.
Graduate Center
At the present time, there are
This year they hope to be even _
The four-part series - which
600 toxic waste sites in Connecticut. more successful. Jen Van Campen " begins Tuesday, February 28 - is
Of these 600, 200 are in areas desig- '90, statewide coordinator of the
open to the public freeof charge. All
nated as suitable for drinking water. National Student Campaign Against
of the lectures will be given at 8 PM
At the current rate, it will take Hunger, states that "People are often
inBoyer Auditorium of the Albert C.
' the Department of Environmental- overwhelmed -W ith* the>«huge«hung«r»«».Jacobs Life Sciences Center at Trin*..
Protection 50 years to clean up these problem, but this hunger clean-up is
ity.
waste sites. ConnPIRG has been effective because students can help
Opening the series will beZenon
working on a bill to speed this proc- right here on campus. It's a way for
Pylyshyn, professor of psychology
ess. The bill, already introduced into all of us to make a difference."
and computer science at the Univerthe legislature by Senator Spellman,
' ConnPirg's -last project is still
:ity of Western Ontario, who will
states that all waste sites must be being planned among its members
speak about "Computers, Symbols,
cleaned up by the year 2000. It also and the recycling plants. They would
and the Mechanization of Knowlprovides that the polluters pay the like to establish a recycling on the
?e."
expenses, not the taxpayers.
Trinity campus that would deal.only
. The second and third lectures in
Trinity students .involved in with paper products. Receptacles
ConnPIRG will becoalition building. would be placed in obvious locations
They will be receiving endorsements for the students. This would be easy
form public officials to gain outside for the students to participate' in,
support for the bill.
making the project successful.
ConnPIRG is also organizing a
Information about ConnPIRG
citizen Lobby Daywhen they will be can be obtained at 247-2735 or Box
-By John Kehoeencouraging citizens to go to the leg- 6000.Special to the Tripod
-By Rachel BallardNews Writer

TRINITY TRIPOD
We can always use new writers. If you are
interested in contributing to any section, contact
us for information.
We gladly print announcements and letters to
the editor. The deadline for both is Friday
afternoon at 5p.m.

Also speaking at Trinity that
week will be Paul Lipke, a noted
marine preservationist, who will give
a talk titled "The Athenian'Trireme':
High Tech Engineering and Atheletics in the Ancient World," on Thursday, March 2 at 8 p.m. in McCook
Auditorium.
Lipke used original specifications to recreate an ancient warship
called the "Trireme" and trained
rowers to propel, the vessel in the
Agean Sea. Lipke also has been involved in the restoration of the
"Mayflower II."
An introduction to Lipke's address will be given by Anna M.
McCann, visiting associate professor of classics at Trinity and one of
the first women underwater archaeologists. '
This event is sponsored by the
Classical Association of Connecticut, the Trinity classics department,
and the Hartford Graduate Center,
and is free to the public.

Artificial Intelligence Lectures
the series will be presented by James
McClelland, professor of psychology and computer science at Carnegie-Mellon University, who wil"
address the question "Can Connectionist Models Discover the Structure of Natural Language?" on Tuesday, March 14; and Roger Schank,
professor of computer science and
psychology at Yale University, who
will speak about "Story-Based
Memory" on Tuesday, April 18.
,,
Theiclosing*le©ture: on "Neurons, Schemas, and Persons" will be
given by Michael Arbib, professor o
computer science and psychology ai
the University of Southern California, on Tuesday, May 9.
The series is sponsored by Aetna
Life and Casualty, Travelers Insurance Co., United Technologies, and
Combustion Engineering.

Admissions Video Produced

In response to a growing popularity among colleges to present
themselves in a video format to perspective students, the admissions
office has commissioned a Boston
based firm to produce a video presentation of the college.
"College videos are getting
more and more popular the last couple
years as a way the students can view
the campus and get the feel of the
college", said Dr. DavidBorus, Dean
of Admissions.
The video is aimed at high
school juniors and seniors in who are
starting their college search, "to give
people a real flavor of the college
and try and give them a glimpse of
not just what the campus looks like
but what some of the people are like
and what kinds of things are to be
found here."
The video consists of slide pho-

tographs taken of the school along
with an audio track covering not only
the physical plant of the school, but
also showing classrooms, athletic?
and other extra-curricula activities.
The tapes not only will be sen
out to college counsellors at secon
dary schools, but will be made available to the students, "lit will] targei
students who live far away and can'i
readily get out for a visit," said Bo
rus. Students will be able to acquire
the video directly in much the same
way as the standard college catalog.1
The firm filming the presentatioi
visited the campus last fall in order tc
take pictures of the actual college
The crew was on campus again lasi
week, interviewing both students an
faculty in order to gain a sense o
Trinity, and to start gathering mate
rial.
It is expected that production o
the film will be completed and read
for distribution later this summer i
order to be used in the next admis
sions cycle, which would be the clas:
of 1994, who arecurrently high schoo
juniors.

CIA Protest
We will be glad to send you a rate card if you are
interested in advertising with us. Special rates
are available for weekly customers

Box 1310 • 297-2583

Continued from Page 1
result, more people became involved
than there may have been otherwise."
Students interviewed by the CIA
did not react harshly to the protest.
Neil Bisson '89 said, "The protest
was fine, but at times the protestors
displayed poor taste. For example,
we could hear the chants from within
Goodwin, and at one point the interviewer had to stop at times because
the chanting. One of those chants was
or,'The CIA kills babies.'"
Assistant Professor of Sociol-

ogy Stephen Valocchi was the first to
speak. His opening address, which
roused the audience, set the tone for
the rest of the moniing. The speakers
who followed Valocchi were Schultz,
Pfeil, and Dory Minor, a Trinity student from 4978-81.
The mellow sounds of guitars
and bongo drums complemented the
assertive atmosphere of the group.
Gary McCrumb.'91, Peter Alegi .'92,
and Aaron Lippert '92, performed,
despite the temperatures, to a very
receptive audience.
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Spotlight
Hartford's Mayor Speaks to Trinity Students
-By Michael D'AmatoSpotlight Writer

there are going to be very few black
people who are going to do anything.
There are just going to be white people
who have a better standard of living,
more money, etc.
In terms of dealing with white
people equally, I have a right to fail. I
don't have to guarantee you that I will

lum ameliorate such problems? Do
you think they are helpful?
I think they are. As long as they
are not a substitute but a supplement
to other types of things we can do. I
don't want people just to go into a
classroom and try to absorb every-

some ability to choose. I don't know
if such ideas as the the voucher or the
magnet schools or two-way busing
are really qualified at making the
schools more equal.

Yes...you know whenl firstcame
here the officer on duty downstairs
would ejget the homeless into the
cold. I went berserk! I said this is
theirhouse. Thisisthecity. Wedon't
own the city or this building. You
know as long as they're,coming in
and not being abusive...if they have to
stay here they should be allowed.

This month at Trinity there have
Do you agree with a •city-income
been several events each week that
tax?
have focused on the role and the problems of black America today. Spotlight felt that an intervew with
We saw something concerning this
Hartford's Mayor Carrie Saxon Perry,
very problem of the "splendor and
although it diverges a bit from the
the shame." It was called Ameriusual campus-based interview, would
can Pictures. It was a photo-essay
be a valuable voice to hear, especially
by a man who is from Europe. Just
during this month.,
by looking at the reaction of the auAs the interviewer, at times I
dience it was obvious that everyone
was surprised at a candor that did not
was deeply affected by this...I know
hug the middle of the road like most
that might set you on edge when
politicians. She is sure of herself as a
you see or hear about wealthy kids
black female Democrat in a largely
being "moved"- you might think
while male corporate town.
"so what." But I think that Trinity
Most people.view government
students themselves are very conin terms of what can be accomplished.
cerned. They are not indifferent
Yet a more pure definition of demoand as self-centered as people would
cratic government is the measure of
think. What we can do? What are
how well it represents its constitusome of the avenues for reaching
ents. Ends and goals become a funcout to thecommunity that we should
tion of means; the voice heard is as
be responsible for in a way and
important as the words said. Mayor
commited to what sort of programs
Perry's political career has been an
are there.
assertion of her right to be heard.
Furthermore, she has a commitWell I'd like to think about how
ment to fairness energized by the
you could best be effective into policonviction that there needs to be a •
tics.... you know, I've just been runmore fair and justifiable balance of
ning around with this task force on
power between the city and its subeducation,
to try to get our education
urbs, the poor and the wealthy, mioutofthedoldrums.
One of the things
norities and whites, women and men.
we wanted to promote in our school
Mayor Perry has become not only a Hartford's Mayor, Carrie Saxon Perry, converses with various members of the Trinity community.
system is not to forget all the negavoice for the unheard but a person
tives and the things that need bolsterbe perfect. But they were saying in thing through a book: It has to be a
who can effectuate reform.
No, not city necessarily but I ing but to highlight within the system
terms of failure, "Your chances were part of an entire educational process.
You have to see what your contribu- would like to see state. See, I don't those things that are being done and
Let's begin with your background... greater than his."
tions were and what those of people like to use the word income tax be- being done well.
There are lots of things- we need
who are like you were and where you cause it's to narrow of a term. Tax
When
you
say
"they,"
you
mean
, This is my home, I was born and
are right now, and where we fi,t in reform means income tax plus reduc- research and there are projects. For
the
people
around
you?
raised in Hartford. I attended four
relation to that. To learn what part of tion of property, tax and reduction of • instance, the Rainbow Coalition- you
years;: of; undergraduate school, at:
civilization we'veeach played-that's sales tax. to give some kind of bal- know I was a delegate for Jesse
The
people
who
wer&,.trying
to
Howard University and two years of
really the key to learning where the ance. One of the problems with our Jackson. There is always the need to
graduate school. I went to law school convince me not to run because he connection is.
tax system is it is regressive and it's get people to register within the
and. I didn't finish. Then is when I had all the endorsements, he had all
When people feel isolated, then not predictable. The whole situation community- registration drives.
the
money.
He
had
all
the
support.
I
became an activist. The three (lithothey rebel and they are destructive. with the deficit right now is that you
graphs) on the wall are of Cinque, the had nobody but me and my son and That's what those classroom situations never know what the deficit will hold Just to clarify this, does the city
my
family,
you
know.
My
son
and
his
activist leader of the first black re• .. •
. • . need Trinity students'help?
can help to Uncover. They show a every year.
volts. They were arrested, charged friends went door-to-door. So then in person his situation and how it conand tried. This neck of the country is four years I ran again, and this time I nects to all of history. If you have Now that would force the town to
• Oh yes...there are volunteer lists
where it happened - down in New ran against ablack man. For the same continuity, it gives you strength. It do what?
that list specifically what is needed.
reason,
because
he
was
a
male,
he
just
Haven. So this is something that is
..I know the Red Cross-like when Igo
can give you reason and the opportupart of Yankee History. The final happened to be black. And he was a nity to form and examine- not just to
To build houses. If they would; out on a disaster call when a house
lawyer,
and,
you
know,
it
was
the
ruling was that they were free men
I wouldn't force them, hopefully we has burned- they have volunteers who
be totally frustrated in isolation.
and that they had a right to carve a same thing. He had all the endorsecould seduce them. Youknow^they're are on call...to be there with them (the
name for themselves and try to re- ments.he had all the money. He has
all the things going for him but I beat Can you talk about the Hartford so uptight about home rule. They victims) if it happens at night.
main free.
Also, I'll tell you who always
him because I knew about absentee School system and if you agree with shall begin to see what has been done
So I worked at a house that was ballots this second time around.
Jack Kemp's proposal for "mag- to the area. They fled from the city to needs help is the illiteracy program.
named and named very specifically
net" schools and the voucher pro- stay away from the congestion. But This is a very, very difficult assignfor that reason: finding yourself, freegram. And, howmuch do you worry we're saying fhat it is a spillover and ment for a person- even the young
dom, defining yourself as an individ- Did they offer a black literature about the drop-out rate and what if you don't help us and the curve ones- when a young person comes in
curriculum
in
your
high
school?
continues then we will die and you you know instantly how well he can
ual and not allowing your spirit to be
can be done about it?
will die.
oppressed. Then I ran for office in
• read or write, The rage is so UnbelievNo, no, it was not part of the
1976, though I lost.
In Hartford we have 250-300,000 able you can just feel it and it can just
Well,
I
worry
about
the
death
of
school
curriculum.
I
went
to
Hartford
I lived in a district that was bea generation. And really our only people coming in to work everyday knock you out. They aresoangry that
coming increasingly black and in- High and at that time it general stud- hope is to change the educational and when you're talking about jobs, they couldn't read or write and it's so
ies
and
college
preparatory.
I
was
in
habited by people of color. I thought
system. About the "magnet" schools they're able to find the kind of jobs hard to reach them. There's somuch
it was totally unacceptable for .there the college preparatory classes. And and the voucher system!.,I have a they need in the city. They have to shame, there's so much shame forthe
not to be even one black woman in the in that college preparatory section reluctance to always buy into capital- realize that they.haye to help. That is .illiteracy.,
General Assembly. So I ran and I lost there were not more than five blacks, ism. The voucher system responds in one of our main things with housing
Helping people to learn to read
on the absentee ballots which shows As amatterof fact, my best friend was terms of "O.K. if I give you a piece of and transportation- we have tried to and write is like a whole other world
in
that
class
and
she
was
so
lightyou how much knowledge.of politics
paper you can borrow and you can go keep things moving regionally. We've opening for them., .Most of our gangs,
I had at the time. I didn't even know skinned that she looked white. 11 was to the school that you think is better," got to help those in housing in Hart- they can't read or write and they join
about absentee ballots. It was my first a real dilemma for her. I saw really and I think that these people, like in ford, especially with thehomelss. Put the gangs to hide and feel powerful in
time out and I went by the (voting) first-hand what diabolical racism is. Hartford, all would go to Webster or up some shelters in the state. 40% of a group. Illiteracy is a really serious
machines, so when the machine re- Its's a no=wih situation. Her roots what they perceive to be the best our people (Hartford's sheltered problem- Once they can read and write
sults came in we started celebrating. were black but her skin was fair. She school where there's less integration homeless) come from out of thecity. then they can start in another direcWe were having a good time at lived in two worlds. She got tired of or where there are less blacks or his- They came because Hartford is a tion.
generous city in terms of services. I
the house and they came in and said, having to tell people she was black. panics in the school.
"YouTost." We said, "We lost?" The Black people would talk to her as if
The "magnet" school has a little mean we have a lot of people who Do they, volunteer for this, I mean,
do people want to be helped?
absentee ballots came in and we had she were white. It brought her to the bit more possibility because it would want to give.
point of schizophrenia. Schizophre- * blend from a variety of areas- that is,
lost by fifteen votes.
nia is something that we all go through what the name "magnet" is for, the The Greater-Hartford Area has one
No, that is why I am saying it's
but hers was so clear. And she died. ' idea of pulling people in. My only of the highest per capita incomes in difficult. They corne there. They
Who were you running against?
She died in her 30s-she just laid down worry about the "magnet" school is America yet one of the highest pov- come thereon their own. But keeping
elitism. Thattheybecomeelite. That erty rates within the city, how do them, keeping them interested. BeBoyd Hinds. He was a good guy, and died:
cause they are so embarrassed, so
is what happened with our project you feel about that?
but you know, he was a white male So society kind of kills people?
embarrassed, so embarrassed. They
CONCERN; the gathering-of the best
and I thought we had enough white
Yes, we see a Tale of Two Cities don't want anyone to know that they
and the pooling of the ones who will
males.
Yes, because sometimes you
like I've always said-1 used it in my can't read or write.
I ran because I believe in repre- know you can't grasp everything. You dropout.
This segregation question is a campaign speech, though, of course,
sentative government and the one know the "mind" which the United
black woman we had in here at the Negro College says "is a terrible thing problem but I don't want people to I'm not the first to have said it. In fact, What's the age we are talking
think that integration is actually the the Advocate said it a little more about?
time was someone" running for the
Senate. So that meant whether she to waste" is a very controlling organ aim. It's not my aim and I don't think, eloquently, I thought, when they
It varies. The illiteracy organiwon or lost, she would not be in the : in your body and it canjust handle so that necessarily I will get a better called it the "splendor and the shame."
much stress. So much lack of iden- education because! have a white The "splendor" is what's outside- all zation reaches out, they are very
House.
tity, after a point, one can go so crazy. person sitting on both sides of me. of these buildings and wealth- the aggressive. They call up people. They
So he stayed in there for four
years, The one thing they use and it's In terms of what youjust said about What! think is that people feel they "shame" is that we have to have so will do individual work whateverwill
make the person comfortable. Just
. very interesting- it's a form of ra- your friend do you think that the are deprived of a choice. They feel many poor.
for the person to let another human
cism- they set up who has money, black and women's studies pro- they are coralled in. I would like to
who has access, who has more time, grams which have become such a choose to be in the school I'm in. I This City Hall building is even a
Continued on page 16
who has more experience. I think that strong part of the college curricu- think parents need to feel they have good example.
if that's going to be the criteria then

l
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World Outlook
America Should Legalize Drugs
-By John Klein-RobbenhaarSpecial to the Tripod
The Harrison Narcotics Act of 1914
has failed America. Three-quarters of
a century has passed since drugs were
declared illegal while tens of billions
of dollars have been poured down the
drain in combatting this "scourge".
Yet more people have turned to drugs
and countless more will continue to
do so. Illegality is not an effective
deterrent. The war on drugs which
has been relentlessly waged throughout the past decade has resulted in
utter failure.
Significantly, more and more
people, including prominent conservatives like economist Milton Friedman and journalist William F. Buckley, have joined the ranks of more
progressive Americans who advocate
a radical departure from traditional
prohibitionist policy. As the prohibition of alcohol failed in the 1930's, so
too has the prohibition of drugs in the
1980's. The only rational approach,
these "radicals" say, is to abandon
present-day drug policies which are
based on exaggerated rhetoric and
unfounded fears and turn to the logical approach of legalization.
There are several compelling
arguments which reinforce the call to
legalize. The first and foremost is that
existing drug-control policies have
failed; the last ten years are proof
enough. Paramount is the social cost
of such a failure, Upwards of ten
billion dollars have been lost annually to the war on drugs. Nevertheless, both supply and demand have
contiwieckogrcm.ms estimated that
local police forces now spend nearly
a quarter of their time combatting
drugs; in some cities HkeLos Angeles
the cops dedicate upwards of 80% of
their efforts fighting the menace. And
while local and federal forces con^
tinue to focus on combatting drugs,
, other social programs ate neglected
and the social interest continues to be
compromised.
;
Advocates
of
legalization
claim
;
that the burdensome costs of fighting
drugs are unnecessary and avoidable.
If the marijuana, cocaine, and heroin
markets were legal, state arid federal
governments could collect over ten
billion dollars in annual taxrevenues.
And these revenues could be allocated to education- the only effective
wav to stem demand- and treatment,
which has in the past been shamefully
neglected... Drug rehabilitation cen: ters would therefore become the focus of constructive government spending, spending geared for a problem
within society and not one implanted

from without. Such anew understanding is crucial to any effective drug
policy.
Legalizing illicit drugs would
cripple the international drug trade.
Many countries like Columbia and
Panama would no longer remain
hostage. Nor would drug barons have
a vast North American market, their
profits being denied; accordingly
drug-related crime would decline.
Government-owned laboratories
could produce drugs at a fraction of
present costs; distribution to addicts
would rest in its own hands and not in
powerful street gangs which now
recruit pre-pubescent children as
scouts and runners.
The corruption inherent in the drug
trade is another reason to legalize, say
the advocates. Today more than 100
cases of drug-related corruption are
prosecuted each year in state and
federal courts; this number is seen as
a mere fraction of the actual levels of
corruption^ however. Furthermore,
every one of the federal law-enforcement agencies has seen- an -agent
implicated in drugcrimes. The Mayor
of Washington, D,C. has been accused of drug-related corruption, and
we've heard all the allegations levelled against the President of the
United States. The argument here is
to deny the very real-possibility of
drug corruption on all levels by taking away the accessibility to fast
profits.
Drug interdiction programs don't
work and are too costly. Drug-related
crimes and corruption are on the rise,
Legalization would feasibly ease these
problems. Yet legalization's benefits
are more extensive and far-reaching.
Proponents claim that as the state and
-federal treasuries grow.by billions
from legal drug proceeds, the budget
for social programs would increase.
The quality of urban life would rise.
Street crime would decline andcriminal occupations with the lure of fast
cash would be harder to succeed in,
Homicide rates would presumably
fall, as.would burglary and other drugrelated crimes. Yet most importantly,
the proceeds from drug sales would
be pumped back into society and not
be allocated for nebulous and questionable drug eradication and interdiction programs which take place
;
outside of U.S. borders.
Those who advocate legalization
propose a fundamentally new approach to the drug problem. By looking at relative health costs, these
advocates expose a double standard
in American society, one which finds
the health hazards of alcohol arid
• tobacco socially acceptable and those
of illicit drugs taboo. But this standard fails to stand up to the facts.

The Writing Center
announces
A WORKSHOP FOR TRINITY STUDENTS:

Revision:
Judging and Polishing
Your Writing
Conducted by Cindy Butos
WHEN:

Wednesday, March 1
4:00-5:30 pm
WHERE: 115 Vernon St., Room 110
WHO:
Open to all Trinity Students
Enrollment is limited to 20
TO REGISTER: Call Risa Harman at
ext. 2468

Alcohol abuse is said to cost society
upwards of $100 billion and is directly attributable to 200,000 deaths
annually. Meanwhile tobacco, more
insidious still, kills an estimated
320,000 people each year. By
society's standards, such alarming
rates, are acceptable. Nevertheless, all
the drug-related violence andkillings
which we read about every day constitute a mere fraction of those caused
by alcohol and tobacco. In fact, marijuana- what, once was billed by the
government as a vicious, degenerative poison- has caused so few social
problems that the government had to
cease producing its typically alarmist
reports. Cocaine and heroin obviously
pose a more serious threat, but when
compared to the often-overlooked
implications of alcohol and tobacco,
their numbers fall far short.
There is little question, then, that
the health hazards of alcohol and
tobacco exceed those of illicit drugs.
But no one believes an "alcohol-free"
or "tobacco-free" society is achievable. It should be the same for drugs.

In no way does this new approach
condone the use of drugs. Virtually
all proponents of legalization maintain that drugs are socially destructive. But some realize that drug use
will always exist. We should face this
problem pragmatically and cease to
view it through a biased and overlyparanoid prism.
It is impossible to predict, moreover, whether legalization would
indeed lead to increased use. This is
.the greatest fear of opponents to legalization, but one which rests on
hyped-up fears and not on rational
analysis. There is no conclusive evidence to date which shows a rise in
drug use after legalization. But to
stem, the fears of such a rise, proponents argue that the billions raised on
drug sales would be focused on education and treatment: break the desire
for drugs and their abuse will surely
decline.
•...
"
At the foundation of the move to
legalize drugs is the belief in the
American Constitution which deems
sacrosanct personal liberties and free-

doms. If, knowing full well the hazards involved, an adult chooses to use
drugs, such is that person's constitutional right. Indeed, any effort to
curtail individual choice is unconstitutional. If a drug user is socially
destructive in any way, as he or she
would be by supplying minors, then
let the punishment be severe. But
when a public policy which results in
a disproportionate amount of unintended victims, as today's drug policies do, constitutionally, there is good
reason to reevaluate the assumptions
and designs of that policy.
Legalizing drugs will not save all
unintended victims. But it could very
well be the best possible solution.
The example of prohibition should
ring loud and clear in the ears of
today's anti-drug warriors. Prohibition was tried but failed miserably.
After its repeal, America did not
drown in a whiskey bottle as many
feared. Similarly, after legalizing
drugs, it's highly doubtful that America will go up in smoke.

Problems of U.S. Trade Policy
-By James WalshBusiness Editor

tain powers similar to those assigned
to the office in the 1987 Omnibus
Trade and Competitiveness Act to
define unfair trade practices and how
they should be countered, but in
•addition should have broad discretion to use tactics such as .reciprocity
to break open protected markets for
American exporters. Also, the Trade
Representative should be the
Administration's primary economic
neiottatt>r*-"wltlr~fcireiign1'*eii«ntrtes
(much as the Secretary of State is the
nation's top diplomatic negotiator).
The Representative needs to
clearly define the Administration's
major long and short-term goals and
•objectives in international economic
relations, and to concentrate his or
herauthority on achieving thesegoals
instead of expending time and energy
on minor or unrealistic aims. Instead
of trying to persuade developing or
industrialized .countries to immediately open_their domestic markets to
all American goods and services, the
Trade Representative should choose
one or two major issues each year and
devote the majority of his or her activity to achieving a satisfactory settlement with these countries. This could
be achieved either by working through
the General Agreement on Tariffs
andTrade (GATT) orbilateral understandings. For example, the Representative should concentrate on issues such as establishing world-wide „
.copyright protection for intellectual
activity instead of engaging in heated
arguments over the merits of beef
hormones (which have not been
proved dangerous to human consumers). ,
. .
...-.'

On January 4, the'Customs Service made a routine ruling increasing
the tariffs on vans and sport-utility
vehicles to limit the development of
"crossover" trucks with car-like features. Because these vehicles had
avoided the old tariff, this ruling
brought U.Srpoliey on this question•
more in line with that of other countfies. Immediately, foreign auto lobbyists in Washington attacked the
changeasprotectionism, and the West
German Minister of Finance went so
far as to complain personally to Treasury Secretary Nicholas F. Brady, who
orderedareviewof thedecision. This
incident, resulting from a relatively
technical ruling, points out the confused and contradictory state of international trade policy formulation and
execution in the U.S. government. '
"Trade Policy" (if such a general idea
could be said to exist at all) is currently divided among numerous departments and offices; consequently,
trade objectives are often lost in-the
shuffle between competing agencies,
to the detriment of U.S. producers
and manufacturers. Especially now
that international trade and borrow• ing constitute such a significant and
growing sector of the American economy, trade policy should be given a
much higher priority by the Congress,
the President, and the Federal bureaucracy. A single voice in the form
of a strengthened Office of the U.S.
Trade Representative with the authority to establish and enforce the
.regulation of international commercial activities is needed to clearly
In addition to being a member of
articulate and execute trade policy the Cabinet, the U.S. Trade Repreobjectives.
'
sentative should'sit on the National
Security Council. Currently, the'
Current U.S. trade policy is dif- National Security Council reviews
fused throughout the Federal go vern- the diplomatic and strategic effects of
. rhent—the Treasury Department funs economic activity, but economic
the Customs Service and establishes policy-makers do not review the
tariffs, the Department of Commerce economic repercussions of national
sets national standards and regulates security decisions, as the grain empatents, the Departments of Defense bargo against the Sov iet Union in the
and State attempt to control the ex-. Carter Administration demonstrated
pOrt of sensitive technology-, while so well. Also, in his or her role as
the Office of the U.S. Trade Repre- premier trade policy co-ordihator and
sentative acts as a not very effective negotiator, the Trade Representative
cajoler and ringleader. A more influ- should regulate the transfer of sensiential Office of the Trade Represen- tive technologies, which has always
tative, incorporating parts of many been a point of disagreement between
existing agencies, would give one the Defense and Commerce Departbody the sole responsibility for trade ments. An effective and centralized
policy creation and enforcement. Two • control of technology transfer would
of the major trading partners of the enable the Adm inistration tp use techU.S., Japan and the European Com- •nology as a more potent bargaining
munity, both have centralized agencies deal ing with trade issues. Unlike
the U.S. government,-Brussels and
MITI have the ability to train arid
retrain experienced people and to deal
with trade issues with a consistent
and long-term view towards economic
expansion.
The Representative should re-

chip with the Soviets and others in
arms-control negotiations.
Another major duty of the Representative should be to encourage
U.S. firms to develop promising new
technologies into marketable products. This "Industrial Policy" could
have two tracks—to encourage firms
to coordinate research and development of current technologies such as
silicon chips and high-definition television (already many analysts say
these markets will be abandoned to
the Japanese and newly-industrialized countries like televisions and .
VCRs were) and to co-ordinate government activity in long-term basic
research which will not yield products for some time (if ever) such, as
the Spaceplane or superconducting
materials for computers and levitating trains. This coordination by the
Trade Representative would allow the
Federal government to promote technological innovation in a systematic
and centralized manner, while preventing U.S. industry from dropping
out of new markets and calling on the
government for various x forms of
protectionism,
However, the Trade Representative should not control the disbursement of agricultural / subsidies to
American farmers. He should work
to lower worldwide subsidies to more
"reasonable" levels while realizing
that some nations are willing to pay a
premium for guaranteed production
and' to preserve a cultural identity
based on'farming. For example, a
point in the European Community's
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
is to ensure high agricultural production and to avoid difficulties caused
by crop failures. While the Japanese
consider rice an intrinsic part of their
cultural heritage—both the Japanese
and the (CAP) are unlikely to back
down and have inefficient farmers
wiped out by cheaper U.S. imports.
While a more prominent Trade
Representative Officecould not solve
the U.S.'s huge current-accounts
deficits alone, it would promote a
more effective and consistent policy
on trade questions." Unlike a supradepartmental "Trade Czar" with no
effective power base like the new
"Drug Czar," or a current agency
elevated to cabinet level like the
Department of Veteran Affairs (still
the Veterans Administration but with
higher salaries)'the Trade Representative would have effective power to
solve pressing and long-term trace
difficulties.

Write for the Tripod- It's not
just a job, It's an Adventure!

Contact Box 1310
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World Outlook
Drugs Should Not Be Legalized
response^ But if there is anything to
be said about nicotine, it does provide
a risky form of escape and risk is
sometimes very attractive to people
Marijuana has always been who feel depressed or stressed in any
thought of as the "springboard" to the way.'
use and probable abuse of hard drugs,
Marijuana would be the next step
such as cocaine and heroin. Even up from normal cigarettes where the
though enforcement, of laws curtail- "high" exceeds anything that could
ing marijuana trafficking and use is be derived from nicotine. Medical
practically impossible, the very rea- evidence has claimed that smoking
son the "marijuana laws" are in place joints will kill brain ceils. But milis to prevent what some officials see lions of Americans continue to at
as a domino effect. This domino ef- least try the drug once. Why? Does it
fect would mean that once marijuana make any logical sense that people
becomes legalized, the action opens would willingly contribute to their
avenues to legalize all hard drugs and own deaths?
a nightmare society would be created
People's desires sometimes out. where all people are drug addicts. weigh caution. Medical risk is a price
Such fears are not completely un- some people are willing to afford in
founded and the use of marijuana or order to derive pleasure from smokthe other hard drugs serves no real ing a joint. Perhaps the risk factor
purpose "except a very risky form of simply excites them even more while
escape from the harsh realities of life. using marijuana. Whatever the psyAnother reason the legislation chological reasons may be, enforcehas such cpntroversy is because the ment has to be selective. With the
laws are morally based. Morals obvi- amount of marijuana flowing into the
ously vary to some degree in each United States, law enforcement canindividual. Thus some people may not arrest everyone and thus must
feel that taking drugs should be the select some to serve as "examples" to
individual's own moral judgment. others who might violate the law.
Restrictions would be, in a sense, Unfortunately, law enforcementagenviolating theirmorals. But at thesarne cies come under a barrage of criticism
time, an absence of restrictions vio- oferacism as police officers often pick
lates others' sense of morals as they out poor black and Hispanic neighsee drug use as bad influences on their borhoods to make their arrests inchildren. There obviously is a big stead of white middle-class areas.
dilemma to resolve where probably Thus enforcement is a losing war
not everybody will be satisfied with when marijuana is involved. So should
the drug be legalized?
compromise.
If legalization were to occur, then
Nicotine is a drug, for example.
If cigarettes were suddenly to be- the distributors can then be taxed to
come illegal, enforcement would increase the income of the nation.
become nearly impossible. But smok- Also, these distributors would have
ers have already felt pressures as more to follow government-regulated con*and more public places will not toler- trols. Groups such as the Moral Maate smoking. This is a lopsided affair jority would react in vehement oppo-r;
where non-smokers come out on top.. sition to such a move for'illogical
In a sense* one could refer to the reasons/ But still others see a dangersituation as a "tyranny of the major- ous trend in legalization. Where, after
ity."The medical proofs of the effects all, can one draw the line? There is no
on nicotine on one's body are incon- guarantee, that distributors will foltrovertible in one sense: one might low the controls or even pay the taxes.
not contract anything, but every time Then law enforcement would be facone smokes, one is taking the risk of ing the same problems that preceded
contracting lung cancer or some other legalization without any progress.
disorder. Now is the pleasure that one And even if enforcement is ineffecderives from cigarettes worth the risk? tive, perhaps the fact that marijuana is
Again individual answers would yaiy. Wlegal does put some control on disLegal restrictions on individual de- tribution and abuse,
sires would only inspire vehement
For example, the fact that there
-By Steve H. YiWorld Outlook Writer

is an age limit on alcohol has some
effect on motor vehicle accident frequency involving drunk driving.
Because the law puts limits on availability, there will be (no matter what
anyone else may say) fewer accidents
if the age limit is twenty-one than if
the age lim it were eighteen. Although
the limit may not be very effective
and some will find loopholes through
which they can acquire alcohol, there,
is a definite limit and therefore a
definite decline in the amount of alcohol being consumed in the age group
eighteen to twenty-one.
Then of course, the fact that
marijuana is legalized has the additional effect of making the whole
thing if not respectable, certainly
"acceptable behavior." If such an
effect were to occur, future generations of children would be severely
affected simply because the use of
marijuana was made acceptable. Just
as drinking wine may be acceptable
and thus an open avenue for abuse,
the legalization of marijuana opens
new avenues and causes new headaches.
It may be completely inconceivable to see hard drugs such as crack

An invitation to Trinity Students, Faculty and Friends

Invisible Ideology: Text,
Syllabus, and Curriculum
Are there hidden agendas in American life and
thought? Who decides what is important and
what is irrelevant in your studies? Are there
invisible ideologies shaping the thinking of
writers, professors, and students?
Come join in a discussion of the unstated assumptions
(often about gender, race, or class) that structure
contemporary scholarship and teaching-the politics
lurking behind our daily intellectual and social life.
Dean Jan Cohn will introduce and moderate the
• symposium, which includes presentations by Paul
Lauter, Richard Lee, Bill Silva, Cheryl Greenberg, and
Donna Van Haren. Refreshments too!

Monday, February 20, 1:30-6:00
Rittenburg Lounge, Mather Campus Center
Open minds, open period!

legalized, but enforcement of limiting hard drugs has faced just as many
problems as soft drugs such as marijuana. Although enforcement is impossible, that fact should not lead to
the legalization of the substances.
Even now control of smoking and
drinking alcohol (both of which may
be considered legal drugs) is virtually
non-existent. So it is amyth to believe
that' legalization will relieve everyone of the headaches that marijuana
and hard drugs cause.
"Sin taxes", are one method of
control, but have not beeneffective in
reducing use so much as inciting
people to raise their voices against the
taxes. Keeping hard drugs illegal
while legalizing marijuana would
allow law enforcement to concentrate their forces against hard drugs,
but marijuana abuse can be just as
deadly and problematic. Also, those
who use hard drugs pften use marijuana as well. Legalization of marijuana can reduce sentences against
felons who apparently possess huge
amounts of marijuana but minor
amounts of hard drugs. The frustrations only seem to mount as no simple
solution is in sight.

There is the extremist solution
where all substance abuse can face
severe penalties which would control
the problem somewhat, but would
raise questions about"violations of
personal freedoms. Then there is the
"giving up" solution where all substances are legalized and commercialized, which would only augment
the problem and possibly have detrimental effects on future generations.
For now, however, the marijuana
legislation must remain, until some
better and more effective means of
control can be found besides legalization. Otherwise, everyone's children
may grow up in a society that is quite
literally "drug-infested." Such an
environment can only be harmful not
only to moral and spiritual health, but
physical health as well. Who knows
how many new diseases and disorders will appear thanks to the greater
availability of drugs. Keeping them
illegal will provide enough delay until
a more effective control can be instituted to perhaps make the world substance-free. Or better yet, to create a
stress-free environmentso that people
don't have to turn to drugs for escape
in the first place.

1917 Jazz Band
with Sammy RimiiigtonThursday, February 16 in the
Cave
8:30- 11:00 pm
Free Admission
Free local Pizza Contest

"Battle of the Local
Pizzas "
Sponsored by TCAC
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Announcements
EXHIBITIONS
"Donatello at Close Range." An
installation of full-scale photo-reproductions of newly-restored stuccos
by Donatello (15th century Italian
sculptor) whrch are in the Old Sacristy of San Lorenzo in Florence/Italy.
A touring exhibition by the World
Monuments Fund. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
daily. Free admission, Widener
Gailery, Austin Arts Center, Through
Friday, March 3rd.

are still available in some state Judicial Department offices in the Hartford area "where several Trinity students are currently working. For interviews or for more information, call
Rosanne Purtill, Coordinator of Volunteers, at 566-8350, or write to office of Adult Probation, 643 Maple
Av.; Hartford, "16114.

Women's Studies
Wesleyan University.

Program.

Tuesday, February 28 — "Perfection
and Our Political Aspirations" by
Professor of Philbsophy Howard
DeLong of Trinity College. 4:15 pm
70 Vernon St. lounge. Free admission.

professor of psychology and computer science at the University of
Western Ontario. 8 pm. Boyer
Auditorium, Life Sciences Center.
Free admission. Part of the Third
Annual Artificial Intelligence Lecture Series presented by Trinity_ College and the Hartford Graduate Center.

College Chapel at 3 pm. General
admission: $5. Students and senior
citizens: $3. For information, call
(203)297-2014.

Sunday, February 26 — John Rose,
Trinity College organist, will perform
the fourth and final concert in the
February Festival for Organ 1989
concert series inthe Trinity College
The Adirondack Mountain .Club Tuesday, February 28 — '"The Dis- Wednesday, March 1 — "The Neo- Chapel at 3 pm. General admis(ADK) is now accepting applications advantages of Conventionality:" conservative Experiment in Chile: sion:$5, Students and senior citizens
for summer employment. The dead- Becoming Emily Greene Balch, Lessons and Future Prospects" by : $3,
line is February 15th, ADK is a non- Educator, Economist, and Pacifist" Miguel Ramirez, assistant professor
"Life in London, 1800-1840: an Illus- profit organization of over 15,500 by Professor Patricia Palmieri of the of economics, Trinity College. 4:15
trated Survey." Trumbull Room, members dedicated to the preserva- Tufts University history department. pm. Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall. Free GENERAL
Watkinson Library, "A" floor, Trin- tion and enjoyment of the largest 8 pm, Rittenberg Lounge, Mather admission.
ity College Library. Open §:30 a.m. wilderness in the East. Employees Hall. Free admission^ Sponsored by
The Trinity Women's Organization
to 4:3.0 p.m. Monday through Friday work at out lodges and in the the Trinity College women's studies MUSIC
" •
holds meetings every Wednesday at
and from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on backcountry of the High Peaks, main- and educational studies programs and
4:30 pm in the Women's Center. All
Saturdays when College is in session. taining trails and dispensing informa- the hist&ry department,
Sunday, February 19 — Andrew interested individuals are welcome to
Free admission. Monday, February tions. We seek highly motivated
Fletcher, a conceit organist from
13 - Friday, June 16. Closed Satur- individuals with an interest in the out- Tuesday, February 28 — "Comput- England, will perform the third con- attend.
day, March 25; Saturday, April I; and of-doors. Benefits include room and ers, Symbols and the MEchanization cert in the Febraliry Festival for OrSaturday, April 8.
board, a modest salary, and a great of Knowledge" by Zenon Pylyshyn, gan 1989 concert series in the Trinity The Second Lunch Series presentation will be on "Dowry Murders in
setting in which to spend the summer.
"Mysterious Travelers: Birds of the Most positions begin June 11 and end
Arctic." Watkinson Library, "A" on Labor Day. Trail crew starts and
floor, Trinity College Library. Open ends earlier. To apply, send a SASE
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Adirondaci Mountain Club, Box
through Friday and from 9:30 a.m. to 867, Appplications, Lake Placid, NY
•
4:30p.m. on Saturdays when College 12946.
i§f;W§§Stijj|^
is in session. Free admission. Monday, February 13 - Friday, June 16. LECTURES
Closed Saturday, March, 25; Saturday, april 1; and Saturday, April 8.
Wednesday, February 15 — "The
Politics of Present-Day Ethiopia" by
-f- >
"Work from the Classes-of B ill Burk.". BerhanuNega, iiistructorof economMather Hall Artspace. Daily 8 a.m. ics at the City University 'of. New
to 10p.m. Tuesday, February 14 - York at Brooklyn and a doctoral
Thursday, March 9, Opening recep- candidate in economics at the New
tion: Wednesday, February 15 form 5 School of Social Research. 4 p.m.
p.m. to 7 p.m. in Mather Hall Art- Hamlin Hall. Free admission. Part of
space. Free Admission.
i Black History Month at Trinity Col' lege.
JOBS
Wednesday, February 22—Lucienne
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED. Earn big Frappier-Mazur, professor of French
• commission and free trips by selling at the University of Pennsylvania,
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun, will speak on "Marginality and MasMexico and ski trips to Vermont and tery: Clement and Cixous'.readings
Colorado. For more information call of Freud's "Dora." The lecture will
toll free 1 -800-231-0113 or in Ct. take place at 4:15 p.m. in Russell
(203)967-3330.
House and is co-sponsored by the
Russell House Program, the Romance
Internships for the spring semester Languages Departrrffct and the

Milwaukee's
Best

BUSCH

1/2 Keg

1/2 Keg

• Free Wine
Tasting Every
Day
Free Delivery
1

N.Y. Style Pizza
Calzones
White Clam Pizza .
Giant Submarines
Variety of Pastas
Chicago Stuffed Pizza
Sheet Pan Party Pizza
Stromboli

Student Checks
Cashed Any
Time with
Student ID &
Driver's License

(M

VISA

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Prices good until 2/27/89

"Home of the Keg King"

NATHAN HALE
GOLDEN LAGER

$5

6 Pack

Free Delivery!

99

+ tax & deposit

• available only at D & D

Call 249-3899

• Connecticut's first new
beer since 1956

;§^§jfiy^
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Announcements
India: A Way to Explore Women's
Value in Society;" Febraury 16,12:30
pm, in the Women's Center. Everyone is welcome.
The Women's Center is having a
party...for Susan B. Anthony. Come
join us on Wednesday, Febraury 15,
at 4:30 pm in the Women's Center.
Live entertainment and lots of great
food. Everyone is welcome.
SPRING BREAK! Go to Nassau/
Paradise Island from $299.00! Package includes: roundtrip airfare, transfers, 7 nights at a hotel, beach parties,
free lunch, cruise, free admission to
nightclubs, taxes and more!!! Cancun
packages are also available! Organize a small group and earn a free trip.
Call 1-800-231-0113 or (203) 9673330.
Just when you thought you were
safe...thesis under control, course
credits completed, graduation gift
picked out, WATCH OUT, here
comes
yet another
major
decision,...what are you going to do
after graduation? CareerVision to the,
rescue!
CareerVision Information Centers
TM, debuting on college campuses
throughout the country in January,
1989, offer information binders advertising/marketing, and education.
These binders contain a survey of the
job market in each respective industry as well as job openings at specific
companies. Industry binders will be
available in each school's Career.
Planning and Placement Office. ,
CareerVision Magazine TM provides

fast-paced, provocative articles on the
current job scene. Students will receive the magazine free of charge and
will typically find it inserted in their
on-campus mailbox.
CareerVision also provides a 1-800
Fulfillment Service. Students are
encouraged to use this telephone
hotline to request additional information and recruitment materials.
Students want the big picture on the
job market — but they also need the
details. "The. fact is," says Marian
Slazman, President of the CareerVision, "employers and students are
still looking right past each other.
The current process of matching the
right employer to the right students is
still primitive." CareerVision will
help you change all that.

Career Counseling

Nancy Cote needs two women to work
on a semester long theater project to
be performed in May. l/4creditavailable — Call 246-4431 if interested.

SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES
The Career Counseling Office receives information about SUMMER OPPORTUNITSES (internships, jobs, fellowships
) DAILY. The deadlines for some
of the best opportunities are early. If you would like to make the best of next
summer.... .come in now!!!!

If you do not wish to support
ConnPIRG, $3.00 refunds will be
made available through campus mail
and outside of SAGA on Wednesday
and Thrusday, at lunch and dinner.

Tuesday. February 14...All seniors interested in interviewing with Prudential
Insurance should be sure to attend the Info Session at 7:00 pm in the Rittenberg
Lounge. Also at 7 pm Strawbridge and Clothier will be hosting an Info Session
in the Alumni Lounge.

There will be a meeting for all students interested in the TRINITY/
LAMAMA semester in New York
City — Leo Shapiro will be on campus to answer questions and discuss
the program at 4:15 p.m. Tuesday,
February. 14, TODAY! in the Austin
Arts Center Green Room.

Wednesday. February 15...Students interested in a career with Manufacturers
Hanover should plan on attending their Info Session in the Rittenberg Lounge at
7 pm.

Once again it's time for the
annual MR. STUDENT BODY
CONTEST. This contest is put on by On Thursday, February 16 at 7:30
the Senior class to raise money for p.m. in the Austin Arts Center Green
senior week. We are in the recruit- Room the JESTERS will hold a folment stage now and are hoping for a low-up student forum on what the
representative from your organiza- TRINITY/LAM AMA and EUGENE
tion. We would like to see each O'NEILL NATIONAL THEATRE
fraternity, dorm, and class represented INSTITUTE programs are really all
in this year's competition which pro- about. Refreshments will be served.
misiesto be as much fun as years past.
The contest is scheduled for
Tuesday, February 14 in the Wash- STUDENT FORUM*
ington Room 7-9. Contestants will
participate in three events: campus February 15 — The Ecumenical
wear, beach wear, and evening wear. Movement and the American CathoThe first prize is $ 100 and undeniable lic Church: The Dream Lives On,
prestige for the sponsoring organiza- John Phelan, Class of 1989.
tion. There will also be generous
prizes to the runners up. Please let us March 1 —Why Women's Poetry: A
know of your nomination as soon as Letter to David in Three Parts, Julie
possible. (Michelle McEttrick, 724- Beman, Class of 1990. •

Valentine 'sDay
Personals
ZAY Lest neither one risk the loss of the other, let us stay
together. EBB
SAIL Long distance Val Grtgs to Maura Gary Gindy Show
Monica Anna Bette from Quiet One
JACK — FB and I (and Oscar too) love you dearly. Your SB
Goose
I.W.A.L.Y.W.A.O.M.H.
Stay Mine, Jenny

9953, box 1216, or Nancy Cudlipp,
724-9949, box 1021.)

. °

Monday. February- 2Q...Independent Educational Services will be sponsoring an
Info Session at 7 pm in the Alumni Lounge. Interested seniors should attend.
;

SENIORS...

EXTRA INTERVIEWS OPPORTUNITIES!!! Filene's Basement will be
interviewing candidates for theirTraining Program on Thursday, March 16. Also
the Le Ruex Boutique, of Vinerhaven, MA, will be holding interviews for the
position of stroe manager on March 14. Both of these interview schedules will
take place on campus. The sign up is on a first come first serve basis and you must
bring your resume in order to sign up. The deadline for sign up is March 8 for
Filene's Basement and March 3 for Le Ruex Boutique.
Don't forget the DEADLINE for submitting resumes to the New York/New
England Arts and Communications Consortium is March 1 AT 4:30 IN THE
CCO.
.

March 8 — Time, History, and the
Ideal State in Plato's Republic. Brett
Gering, Class of 1990.
*AII presentations will be fi/ven on
Wednesdays in Wean Lounge, Mather
Campus Center, at 12:30 p.m. and
will run to about 1:15. Please bring
your lunch; light refreshments will be
served..

There are stil bidding, interviewing, and Info Sessions taking place during Open
Period so adjust your plans accordingly. Some upcoming Info Sessions include
T.J. Lipton on the 22nfi, the NYC Board of Education and U.S. Surgical Corp. on
the 23rd, and G. Fox-on the 27th. All of these take place at 7 pm. Stop by the CCO
for more information.
SOPHOMQRES AND JUNIORS...
Stop by the Career Counseling Office to get more information on Aetna's Life
Casualty College Intern Program. This is a twelve week paid internship and it
requires that you turn in a resume1 by February 10 at 4:30.

FUTON SALE
3LO%

Hodgepodge (NY),
"
True love, oftentimes defies definition. But, I'll continue
trying as long as' you let me.
Love, true blue
• •
SAM

Thursday. February 16... Skadden Arps will be hosting an Info Session at 7 pm
in the Committee Room. National Westminster Bank will be holding an Info
Session in the Alumini Lounge: Please note that the lime has ben changed from
7 to 8 pm.

Futons *\ %t ames

PLUS A WIDE ••/VARIETY'

. • • • • "

Dearest April: I love you sincerely! Philip

OF OTHER

,

Happy Birthday Dudley!
Colleen - Be my valentine,
love, Scott
Dear Silk,
.•
I can't tell you how excited I am to meet your defined
pectorals at the Big,Green. We .can. ditch her, easy.- I'll be
waiting! '
:
Nina

'•

.

1 0 0 % NATURAL

Happy Birthday Sandy JI! You senior, you.

COTTON HATTRESSE S
6* 1 " OR 8" WIDTH

To the Beautiful Women of 4th Floor Elton :
I love you all!!! Will you my Valentine???
•

<O COLORS- AVAILABLE 6L5O IN O E N V H

Love,
B. Auh Som •

To KIC
'
«
Sorry I'm hot going to be there on the 15th: With all my
love, Kiisu. P.S. I apologize.
,
.
To DAS, GML, JDE, JTP - The snow is great (I think!) Expect
to hear from me again soon. Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
Miss Manners, ( m a
cast?!?) ,
Valentine - Wishing you bunk beds, picnics, late-night TV, a
dozen long-stemmed red roses and all my love - a little person.

M

Futon-America
TWIN
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ;5TUOgNT3
\<QQ PARK R O . J W . HftRT FO&P , CT

Dear Mark,
Love you lots!!!
S

FUTONS MADE BY

XSb-• 32 O 3 / l \ - 1 Mon.-5*n I-5SOI4
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

;

•

•

•

.

•

'
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Domestic Study
Foster, Corrie '91
s89/Howard University
Meridian Hall, Room 282
2601 16th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20009

Office of Educational
Services (Foreign Study)
Trinity College, Hartford
Ct, 06106
LIST OF STUDENTS
STUDYING AWAY AT
DOMESTIC
INSTITUTIONS

Freese, Elizabeth '91
s89/Barnard College
Gettinger, Scott '90
s89/Univ. of Vermont

Anderson, John-'90
s89/12CE/Dartmouth
HinmanBox 1767
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755
Capaldi, Elizabeth '90
s89/Duke Univ. Marine
Lab.
Duke.Univ. Marine Lab.
Pivers Island
Beaufort, NC 28516

Greenspan, John '90
s89/American U./Justice

Hunte, Claire'90'
s89/Hunter College, N.Y.

Everett, James '90 *
s89/U. of Calif/Santa Cruz

8889/12CE/Wesleyan
Box 5412 Wesley an
Station
Middletown, CT 06457

Levin, Meryl'89
8889/New York
University
Att. 11
538 East 14th Street
New York, NY 1003

Soffe, Blair '89
8889/Villanova Univ.
630 Morris Ave.
BrynMawr, PA 19010
St. Louis, Jean '91
s89/NC Agricul & Tech
State U.

Miller, Malcolm'90
s89/12CE/Dartmouth
Hinman Box 0871
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755

Grahm, George '90
8889/12CE/Dartmouth
Hinman Box 3673
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755

Heberer, Jennifer '90
s89/SEA Semester/Woods
Hole

Cheng, Charles '90
8889/12CE/Dartmouth
Dartmouth College
Hinman Box 3663
Hanover, NH, 03755

2601 Madison Ave. #705C
Baltimore, MD. 21217

Jones, Antonio '89
s89/Univ. of Baltimore

Stranniello, Elizabeth '90
8889/Univ. of Colorado
Uphoff, Elizabeth'91
s89/12CE/Dartmou.th
Hinman Box 3467
Dartmouth College

O'Brien, Shannon '90
s89/American U./Justice
Osbourne, Jennifer '90
s89/Arherican U./Justice
Wash. Sem., Tenley
Campus
4400 Massachusetts
Ave.,NW
Washington, D.C. 20016B108

Hanover, NH 03755
Weiner, Hope '90
s89/Nat'l Theat Cen/
Waterford
Nat'l Theatre Institute
305 Great Neck Road
Waterford, CT 06385
Welles, Charles '90
8889/R.I. School of
Design
134 Geo. M. Cohan St.
Apt. 1
Providence, RI 02903
Woosnam, Cynthia '90
s89/Univ. of Calif./
Berkeley
2529 College Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94704

Happy Valentines Day!
fromthe
Tripod Staff

Scognamillo, Christian '91

Jamaica> Cancun> Barbados
MontegoBay

Yucatan
Trip Includes:

Trip Includes:
• Round-trip airfare to Montego bay •
• Seven nights accomodations
• Round-trip airport transfers
• Spring Break activities scheduled
• On location staff to assist you
• All taxes and gratuities except
U.S. ($3) and Jamaican ($8)
departure tax.

Prices:

Trip Includes:

- Round-trip airfare.
- Seven nights hotel lodging
based on quad occupancy
- Round-trip airport transfers
- Spring Break activities scheduled
- On location tour escort
- All taxes and gratuities except
U.S. ($3) and Mexican ($10)
departure tax.
- Hard Rock Cafe party
- Special College Week events

- Round-trip airfare.
- Seven nights accomodations
- Airport transfers included.
- Spring Break activities scheduled
- On location tour escort
- All taxes and gratuities except
Barbados departure tax ($8) and
airport security fee ($10).
- Beach Club membership.
- Free barbecue.
- Mogul's V.I.P. discount card . •

Prices:

New York

Bos./ Phila.

Buccaneer/
UpperDeck
Villas

Sunset Crest

Phila.

Prices:
N.Y.

Boston

Beachfront$529$539$519

$529 $549

Deluxe

JFK

BWI

Boston

$579 $579 $619

$499 $509 $549

$75 non-refundable deposit DUE NOW! Final payment must be payed 35 days prior to your trip.
$25 refundable security deposit due with final payment

SPRING BREAK
Presented By:

MOGULS
ski and sun tours, inc.

Some Prices May Vary by $30.00
to $50.00 ifJPackage is Porchsed. After January 1st
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Arts
Art V i e w : An Interview With Mary Del Monico & Cindy Lewis
-By Kelly KeatingSpecial to the Tripod

Mary Del Monico and Cindy Lewis
are committed artists, clearly evident
by their strong and forceful joint
exhibition in Garmany Hall in the
Austin Arts Center. This sense of
commitment made an even greater
impression on me when I interviewed
them about the show, their work, the
Studio Arts Program and art in general.
How has the Studio Arts Program
at Trinity informed your artistic
development?
Del Monico: The size of the department was both positive and negative.
It enabled me to work closely with
really great faculty. The negative
aspect is the rotating artist-in-residence program. It does not provide
the department with a sense of continuity. It would make sense if the
artist-in-residerice had only one yeai
terms. The artist-in-residence should
be brought in to teach upper level
courses which would not usually be
offered. These courses would reflect
their own expertise. As the name
suggests the artist-in-residence should
have a space to work on campus to act
as a mentor to students and so they
can actually see how an artist works.
The problem with the program now is
that artists-iri-residence are teaching
fundamental courses. What is needed
are good foundation courses taught
by permanent faculty. It is impossible to reach upper level courses
without the solid fundamentals of art.
You don't have a great author come in
to teach a 100-level English course. I
cannotexpress the emotion I feel about
the department and what is wrong
with it.
Lewis strongly shares Del Monico's
sentiments, stating "I think this department is Trinity's Achilles'heel,"
Both Lewis and Del Monico dis

cussed the influence of artist- in-residence, sculptor, Bill Burk. Burk has
to leave Trinity at the end of this
semester because of the way in which
the artist-in-residence program works.
Lewis and Del Monico agree that
almost every piece in their joint exhibition was done under his guidance.
"Professor Burk helped me through
the difficulties in creating art. He
helped me channel my talent. He
gave both of us direction," said Lewis. Similarly,Del Monico expressed
Burk's role in her education, "Professor Burk conveyed to me the"importance of understanding the fundamentals of art. He encouraged me to
continue my education by going to
graduate school. If not for Professor
Burk, I would never have considered
it."
What piece in the show do you
consider the strongest and most
successful and why?
Lewis: The large horizontal drawing
of a long hallway because of the
mystery and deep space created
through the blackened surface and
subtlety of light coming from behind,
corners. The viewer is put in a position where he or she must make decisions about the environment. I offer
possibilities and the viewer must
participate and make their own deci-

ing art I gravitated towards painting
because I wasn't familiar with sculpture. Historically, painting has always occupied a more predominant
role than sculpture. [However] ]
believe that painting/drawing and
sculpture are all very interrelated. I
approach them in the same fashion.
The idea of texture in each medium is
important in my work. At some point
I see my work meshing, falling somewhere between the two. I approach
painting in a very physical way, like I
approach sculpture. . My paintings
have a strong gestural feeling as in
sculpture. I feel I am addressing the
same problems in both.
Lewis: I like to use black charcoal to
create textured, surfaces like velvet.
The mystery of black takes away from
the clarity of space suggested but also
allows you to understand that space.
In sculpture I like to use plaster because it can imply both weight and
mass as well as something delicate. I
see the two mediums [two dimensional representation and sculpture]

as distinct. I address different concerns in each.
During the course of our conversation both Del Monico and Lewis
agreed that one never stops learning
about art.
"You never stop learning about
art," said Lewis. "When you're the
one who's creating it, you're up to
your knees in it."
Similarly Del Monico said, "Art
is ail about learning, learning about
yourself and what is importantto you.
When I first came toTrinity.I thought
art was a narrowing process, coming
to a final point, instead you keep
learning more and more, you're continually expanding. Art is not about
showing in a New York gallery, it's a
bigger issue than that, it's about reaching people."
Overall, the Del Monico-Lewis
joint exhibition was extremely successful. Both Lewis and Del Monico

in their work present the viewer with
a certain situation which is left unresolved. Lewis' work is subtle, contemplative and ambiguous. There is
a sense of suspension as if time is frozen. The viewer anxiously awaits for
what the piece will reveal next or
what will come from behind the
mysteriously illuminated corners. In
contrast, the work of Del Monico is
jarring and aggressive. The viewer is
spatially disoriented, having no sense
of where they stand in relation to the
piece. One has the sensation of falling into an ambiguous and threatening space. Stairs are no longer passive elements of our everyday existence. Possessingdubious intentions,
they forcefully come alive. Yet the
dissimilarities of these works strongly
complement oneanother, truly as Del
Monico says, "reaching people".
Kelly Keating has been recognized
for his contribution to the Art History
Department by being named the Art
History President's Fellow for the
class of 1989.

Del Monico: My most recent piece [a
large painting depicting an abstraction of stairs] is a huge breakthrough.
I've been examining the problem of
texture in painting through the use of
mixed media. I latched upon stairs in
asubconscious fashion,..it reflects my
life now. I'm interested in everyday
things, calling attention to the mundane and giving them character, [sol
they can be perceived in different
ways.
In which particular medium do you
feel most comfortable working in
and why?
•
Del Monico: Since I started practic-

LaMama Program Takes
Trinity Students to N.Y.C.
-By Kathleen Urbach• Special to the Tripod

HARTFORD BALLET
MICHAEL UTHOFE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

ROMEO AND JULIET
MUSIC BY PROKOFIEV

FEBRUARY 16,17,8 PM
SWEETHEART MATINEE:
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 19, 2:30 PM
FREE GIFT AT SWEETHEART MATINEE),
: :
EVERY LOVING COUPLE RECEIVES AN EXQUISITE
PFALTZGRAFFPOTPOURRI HEART.',
r ;
v:
THE BUSHNELL, HARTFORD

246-6807
TICKETS: $35 TO $10
STUDENT AND SENIOR niSCOUNT:
$3.00 OFF EACH TICKET. ilD required)
TICKETRON/TELETRON 1-800-922-2030
GROUP SALES: 525-9396

Over the past few years, the Trinity College Theater and Dance department has offered a semester long
program in conjunction with the
renowned LaMama Experimental
Theater Club in New York City. Directed by former Trinity professor
Leonardo Shapiro (who is also the
Artistic Director for the Shaliko
Company in N.Y.C), rife program
consists of a combination of workshops, seminars, and classes which
are designed to integrate the students'
own interests with the available resources of the city. The program also
features internships which are individually tailored to the students on
the basis of their areas of interest and
experience.
Billed as "an intensive'three and a
half month (September to December)
experience in theater, darfce, and
performance", the LaMama program
has, in the past, appealed to students
with a wide variety of interests and
motivations for off-campus study.
This past fall semester, five Trinity
students attended the program, along
with fivestudents from other colleges
and universities including Conn.
College' and B.U. Out of the four
students I spoke to about the program, only one had had a previous
interest in performance — a pretty
good indication that students who
choose this program are interested in
more than just an intensive study
semester in the performing arts.

One of the most powerful drawing wide range of experiences each had
cards of the program is its accessibil- had during She course of the program.
ity to the cultural resources that New One of the most unusual aspects of
York City has to. offer. Students are the program, the internships in parhoused at the YMCA on the Upper ticular, seemed to provide students
East side of the city, in a location with an opportunity to encounter situwhich provides easy access to public ations not generally available within
transportation. As part of the Seminar the confines of the liberal-arts college
on Contemporary Theater and Dance, atmosphere. For instance...
participants view performances which - Polly Walker, IDP student, enrange from Broadway shows to per- tered the program with an. interest in
formance art pieces, and also attend painting, and ended up with an internlectures given by artists, visit art gal- ship doing research for a new piece at
leries andexhibits, and are exposed to the Urban Bushwomen Dance Theathe many cultural and artistic media ter rooted in Afro-Caribbean and Afrowhich the city has to offer. Students American traditions. She also found
are encouraged to take advantage of theclasses to be particularly useful—
the city's resources in every farm, although not interested in performand most supplement the seminar by ance as her main focus, she described
seeingother attractions on theirown— the experience as helpful as far as
in short, students take advantage of gaining personal insight which could
the location and explore the city be incorporated into her work. ' •' :
Jennifer Rider, a junior English
"outside the classroom". In addition,
the program provides workshops with major who was drawn to New York
visiting artists, which allow for closer with an interest in playwriting, found
contact and the opportunity to work herself doing two successive
with professionals. The internships internships: one administrative, workprovide another means of coming into . ing with, the Brooklyn Arts Council in
close contact with members of the their theater/gallery , and the other
artistic community—students are assisting in a professional writing
given jobs which range from research- workshop with playwright Maria
ing or managing the financial aspects Irene Fornes..
of a new production to working with
Tim Birnschein, a junior Theater
professional writers.
and Dance major, went into the proIn many ways, the students "create gram with an initial interest in acting,
the program: the interests of the indi- but became interested in performviduals involved contribute to the ance art as a result of his experiences
experience of the group as a whole. I in New York City. His internship
recently spoke to four returnees from consisted of work with the managethis fall semester at LaMama, and ment of RAPP, a theater company
was surprised by the variety of inter- which specializes in performing
ests expressed by the people who had variations on classic dramas.
been on the program, and also the Continued on page
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Trinity Rhythms
beplay at UCONN next Friday. All of
these shows are put on by UCONN's
-By Scott Burgercampus station WHUS. All of these
WRTC Promotions Director
shows are open to the public. The
reason why WRTC doesn't hold
concerts like these on campus very
Attention Deadheads! Max often is mainly because of the new
Creek and Hot Acoustics will beplay- xenophobic Trinity. College Alcohol
ing at the West Hartford Arena this Policy rules, which do not allow any
Saturday. The recently reopened off-campus advertising (including anArena has, a 16 and over entrance nouncements over the air) for student
policy. This week WRTC will be activity events. WRTC cannot afford
giving away 15 pairs of tickets to this to have many concerts if the station
event during the rock and folk shows. cannot count on community attenCall in and win!
dance. In an attempt to make up For
" • African music group Ladysmith this lame state of affairs WRTC will
Black Mambazo will be playing to- be sponsoring a concert at the Nightnight at Toad's in New Haven....This shift Cafe in Naugamck next Thursweek's Locals Only rock show (Sat. day. This concert will feature a great
from 5-7 p.m.) will feature a live Wisconsin band Called the Weeds.
interview with New Haven band The The station will be giving away tickGear,Dads. These guys have a new ets on the air a few days prior to the
record out called Nine Feet Tall that show...,WRTCwillalsohaveamultiis selling like mad in area r&cord. band concert on campus in early
stores....Another New Haven band, March....Some othershows that 'RTC
Miracle Legion, is receiving national will be giving away tickets for inattention for their latest release titled clude Eek-a-Mouse, Zulus,Freddy
Me and Mr. Ravman....
Hubbard Quintet, Michelle Shocked,
Dinosaur Jr. will be playing this Jane's Addiction, The Proclaimed,
Friday at Yale, courtesy of their RobertButler/Najee, Jazzy Jeff/Tone
campus radio station WYBC, Soul- Loc, and Trinity musical "Anything
side played at UCONN last weekend, Goes"....
while ska band Bim Skala Bim will

CalendArt

WRTC & The Music Scene

If any campus choral music
group is interested in the possibility
of broadcasting on WRTC, please
contact me. Also, if there are any
other campus groups who are interested in having a public service announcement on WRTC (yes, even
you Connpirg), please contact me....
Due to listener interest, WRTC
has added a new reggae program to
it's programming. This program,
called' "Movements", is on every
Thursday night from 10 p.m. to 2
a.m., and hosted by Trinity students
Nikki and Tricia. This show will help
make up for Peter Rochester's Friday
reggae which was cancelled due to
technical difficulty. The Monday
reggae specialty show (on from noon
to 3 p.m.) is still going strong...
Mather' s Under ground has been
showcasing some talented musicians
recently. The "Raga Reeds" night was
very interesting. The Tuesday after
Open P.eriod The Underground will
feature an acoustic rock group called
The Time Choir....
The new WRTC newsletters are
out...The new WRTC t-shirts will be
available after Open Period. The tshirt colors will be red with black
lettering....According to ratings, the

MUSIC

February 12 - February J 8
Studio Arts Senior Shows
Thomas Houston
Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center

March 7 and 8,
Tuesday and Wednesday
at 8:00 p.m.
"Classical Series"
Handel/Elgar, Saint-Saens
at The Bushnell

Through March 3
"Donatello at Close
Range"
Widener Gallery,
Austin Arts Center
February 26 - March 4
Studio Arts Senior Shows
Amanda Davis
Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center
February 14 - March 11
"Selected Drawings from
the classes of Bill Burk"
Mather Hall Artspace
Mather Hall
Through March 12
"Gods, Saints, and
Demons"
Art of India, Nepal, Tibet
The William Benton
Museum of Art, UCONN

March 8, Wednesday
Singer Roberta Peters,
Soprano of the
Metropolitan Opera,
Salutes Irving Berlin on
his 100th Birthday!
Jorgensen Auditorium, '
UCONN

March 10 and H ,
Friday and Saturday at
8:00 p.m.
"Pop Series"
Pops Songbook
at The Bushnell

THEATRE
February 17 - March 18
The Paper Gramophone
Hartford Stage

FILM
March 3 and 4, 8:00 p.m.
March 5, 2:00 & 5:00 p.m.
Bushnell Travel Series
"Austria-Alpine Splendor"
At The Bushnell

March 10- 12, 16-18 at
8:15 p.m..
Cole Porter's Anything
Goes
Goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center

WRTC Trivia Question: The
answer to last week's WRTC Trivia
Question is^ArashNikoukari. Because
I got such a'bad response to last week's
question, I am going to list the prizes
for the person who answers this
week's question—new Bruce Cockburn record, new New Order record,
new Lou Reed single on record and
CD, and one pair of tickets to any
show that the station has tickets for,
w inner chooses the show.

WRTC ROCK TOP 10
1. Soundgarden
2. King Missile (dog fly
religion)
3. Dinosaur Jr.
4. Violent Femmes
5. Half Japanese . *
6. Dead Milkmen
7. Lou Reed

The WRTC Trivia Question for
this week is "How many watts of
power does WRTC normally operate
at?" The first three people who send
me the .answer will be declared winners. Guesses (with name and telephone #), along with any other correspondence, can be sent to Box 45
through campus mail.

8. New Order
9. Bruce Cockburn
10. Sonic Youth

New Order Called Inhuman
-By Chris LichatzArts Staff Writer

EXHIBITIONS

most popular shows on WRTC are
the Morning (weekdays, 6 a.m. to 9
a.m.) and Afternoon (weekdays, 3
p.m.-6 p.m.) Jazz programs. It seems
that many people like to listen to jazz
when they are stuck in traffic....Next
Column: Miracle Legion...

New Order, a band formed from
the ashes of England's most influen-.,
tial post-punk band, Joy Division,
have released a new product. No, not
a new record album, not a new collection of music, but a new product,
"Technique" is the name of the product, and it's function, is to induce
dancing (and/or vomiting) in it's
unwary listeners. I have nothing
personal against New Order (I enjoy
the song "True Faith", and have even
danced to it on occasion), but I find
this album to be a perfect example of
over-production in the recording studio, with little effort in the songwriting department.
After I listened to "Technique"
several times, I noticed that every
song had the word 'danceable' written next to it in my notes. Yes,
"Technique" is danceable, as most
New Order fans (and enemies) were

LaMama
Meetings
Interested in writing, acting,
directing, or any aspect of the performing arts? Come'down to
Austin Arts Center—February 14,
at, 4:1.5 p.m. Leo Shapiro, program director of the Trinity/La
Mamaprogram mNew York City,
will be on hand to answer any
questions in the Green Room.
Former students of the La Mama
program have had internships with
theaters, dance companies, and
individual playwrights. Workshop
and seminar classes include frequent visits by guest artists. Students attend performances (theater, music, dance,performance art,
poetry and prose reading, art exhibits) and are often able to meet
and speak with the performers
afterwards. Application deadline
is March, 15. : \ ' . • • . • .
The Jesters will be sponsoring an informal tete-a-tete, Thursday, February 16, in the Green
Room, for all .prospective applicants to the La Mama and Eugene
O'Neil programs. Former students
of both programs will be around to
give you the inside, posWactum
SCOOp.

•.;:'••'.•

-'ByJennifer•Rider

expecting, but it is so glossy and
polished that it comes off sounding
more like acomputer processed piece
of plastic than a collection fo music.
Every song has, essentially, the
,-, sa.m&rhythrn^ha.rnmeredoutby a tpp,
perfect drum machine), and probably
the same three chords. True, the Sex
Pistols"'NeverMindTheBoIlocks..."
album (the "second greatest" rock'n'
roll album of all time) was accused of
a similar heresy, but it has one thing
that "Technique" doesn't have: real
. human feeling. One could argue (but
not without great difficulty) that the
music on "Technique" does have
human feeling. But, this is only on a
very artificial level: the drum machines were programmed by humans,
and the vocals were sung by humans.
The quality and quantity of human
feeling on any one song depends on
who is listening, which means "Technique" is a sterile slab'of plastic, and
unless the listener is also very sterile
and very plastic (no offence New
Orderfans), "Technique" will remain

only a product.
Now, to sink to that level of
plasticity, I will say that "Technique"
has some definite dance club hits on
it. The first single from the album,
"Fine time", is already a, dance club
hit across the country, and, 1 predict,
the song "Round and round" will be
the next hit (it sounds a little like
"TrueFaith.") Fans will enjoy "Technique", but probably not as much as
they enjoy "Substance." All the songs
are danceable, so dance fiends can
dance their brains out to every song if
they so choose.
I don't enjoy this album too
much, and I will probably3never buy
it. I've never been a.big New Order
fan anyway, so my decision is obviously biased (if that helps anyone).
"Technique" is the stuff that teenybopper-dance-hall-dreams are made
of. If those are the kind of dreams you
have, then "Technique' is the album
for you. As they always said on
American Bandstand, "it's got a good
beat, and you can dance to it." .

Trinity in N.Y.C.
Continued From page
William Lewis, a senior Literary
Writing major with no performance
background, described his motive for
going to New York as simply the
desire to take a semester off-campus.
He took an internship with 'Charles
Mee Jr., a writer of history books and
plays, and worked with him researching a book about theater and politics.
The students who spoke about
their semester on the LaMama program were unanimously positive
about what-the program offered.
When asked the question, "Who
would you recommend this program
to and, why?" •
Tim Birnschein responded that
LaMama could be for anyone, "The
only thing you need is an open mind,"
and that the program would be especially good for people who had "a
narrow view of what theater and performance are." Polly Walker recommended it particularly for anyone
interested in "learning about themselves and [about] creativity". Jen
Rider emphasized the importance of
commitment; warning that ."you're
going to go for three months and
think for three months", but at the
same time praising the program for
creating "an environment which
doesn't create a dichotomy between
academics and social life". And Wil-

liam Lewis recommended the experi- •
ence "for anyone who wants to be
aware, it's invaluable,..perhaps necessary.". The program definitely
provides a unique semester off-campus for students who are interested in
.exploring the atmosphere of New
York City with an emphasis on a
variety of the arts...a semester which
provides encounters which would be
difficult, if not impossible, to find on
a liberal-arts campus alone.

[Two College
Students
Looking to rent
a one-bedroom
apartment from
May - August.
Call 623-8544
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Arts
Italian Monastery
Arts News
Inspires Artist's Work P o e t r y C o n t e s t s
American Poetry Association
$11,000 in prizes!!!
Poets may enter the contest by sending up to six poems, each no
. more than 20 lines, name and address on each page.
Send to:
American Poetry Association
Dept. CT-22
250 A Potrero Street
P.O.Box 1803
Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1803

Deadline is June 30. 1989.
Entry is FREE.

National College Poetry Contest
Cash Prizes!!!
All entries must be typed, doubled-spaced, on one side of the page
only. Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, in the
upper left-hand corner, the name and address of the student as well
as the college attended. Put name and address on envelope also.
Length of poems up to fourteen lines and titled.
Send to:
International Publications
P.O. Box 44044-L "
Los Angeles, CA 90044

Deadline is March 31, 1989.
Entry is $3 for first entry and $ 1 for each additional
entry.

-By Maria Blackburn'Special to the Tripod
I suppose that I should have
known when I received the invitation
to the opening reception for Pilar
Proffitt's Senior Art Show that it was
going to be different from the previ- _
ous shows that I had seen at Trinity."
Written on the back of a brown paper
bag from Edward's, the invite promised not only the show at Garmany
which ran "from ? to ?,'•' but also
•stated that peanut butter and banana
would be available and being a fan of
such stuff (and aware of the fact that
Pilar would kill me if I did not attend),
I went. What I discovered was not
merely acollection of the artist's work
from the past four years, but an entire
space dedicated to showing the relationship between the poetic and the
conceptual through painting, architecture and furniture design. .One
side of the room contained poetical/
traditional works, the opposite side
conceptual/abstract pieces and the
wall joining the two together contained the centerpiece of the show, an
architectural plan entitled St. Jerome
which was a combination of both
poetic and conceptual. Threaded
throughout in both areas were more
brown paper bags in various shapes
and combinations which served to
link these ideas as well as to convey
Pilar's sense of imagination and
humor. For example, two large bags
side by side are Man and Wife . A
small bag inside a larger one becomes
Pregnant and two large bags with a
small one in between them are Family.
On the conceptual side they are formed
into a column on the wall which
continues as a series of cut out bag
bottoms and forms a dotted line which
connects with the poetic bag family.
In addition, Ms. Proffitt also included
in her show a few vibrantly colored
paintings and several excellent prints
which illustrated xo the world her
talent and insight as both an artist and
an architect.
Where did you get the idea for the
theme of your show?
The wholeconcept stemmed from St.
Jerome which is a project that I
worked on this past semester while I
was study ing architecture in Florence.
The class was shown a monastery in
the hills of Northern Italy where each

monk lived in a tiny house in which
he spent his life praying and studying.
in complete silence and solitude. fWe
were then "given" our own plot of
land and asked to design a house for a
monk while keeping in mind the
conflicts of St. Jerome.
Forgive me for forgetting everything that the nuns ever taught me
in Catholic school but who was St.
Jerome?
St. Jerome was a priest who lived
during a time when there was a lot of
controversy in the church about monks
studying classical courses as well as
theology and it is this conflict between classical and religious intellects which inspired me to design
this structure. The main plan is based
on the square— an intellectual form
which reflects the outside world as
something classical which can be
understood through intellect and the
cross—a form with strong theological implications that represents something you can immediately understand on sight. Next I divided the
house into three sections called mind,
body, and soul intending them to be
places where the monk could have a
completely different experience in
each. There are also two gardens, for
internal or conceptual contemplation,
and the other for external or poetic
contemplation.

cardboardmodels of tables and chairs
set. in little cardboard rooms and seeirig this lead me to the notion of using
wall materials to create furniture and
furniture materials to create walls.
Unfortunately however, time got a
little short in the end (as usual) and I
had to scrap most of that idea. What
I did end up with was an abstract
cardboard chair in primary colors
which is balanced on the other side
by a composition that includes a traditional overstuffed green chair from
my attic.

Hartford Stage
Presents
The U.S. Premiere of Alexander Chervinsky's

The Paper GramophoBe
Directed by Yuri Yeremin/ Artistic Director of the
Pushkin Drama Theatre in Moscow

Architecture is a field with many
rules and restrictions pertaining to
a project's design. Do you find that
these rules place too many restrictions on an artists creativity and
detract from the beauty of the structure?

Student Tickets Available at Austin Arts Center!!!!
297-2199 . .
Student Discount for March 7 Performance

Not at all. While there are definitely
rules that allow a structure to stand
and function properly they do not
have to keep a building from being
beautiful. My father has a saying that
a pilot will not fly a plane if it is not
beautiful and this is a belief which I
share also. .

Trinity/La Mama Performing Arts Program
Fall 1989 Semester in New York City

Do you have any regrets about coming to Trinity instead of going to an
art school?

During my Sophomore year, I wanted
to transfer to an architecture school in
How do the two parallel walls re^ a big city because I felt as- if I was
wasting my time at studying liberal
late to each other?
arts here in Hartford. But architecThe two walls are intercalated in the ture is a very intense program as an
way • that they: reflect one another, undergraduate—you literally eat,
This isn't to say that paintings one, sleep, arid breathe it for five years and
two, and three on the right wall are looking back I am happy that I didn't
poetic versions of their conceptual leave, because now I can continue on counterparts on the left, but rather to architecture school feeling as if I
that the general balance and rhythyni have experienced many things that
of each wall compliment one another. would not have been available to me
if I had transferred.
Why brown paper bags?
So, what's next—A book? A movie?
Grocery bags are big, easy to work Abreakfastcereal? In other words
with, and cheap. They are a flexible what do you want to be when you
module that all people can identify grow up?
immediately and understand.
Right now I'm applying to architecWhat made you decide to include ture schools all over the country and
eventually I hope to become an archifurniture in your show?
tect. But since Prince Rainier of
This past summer I attended an ex- Monaco is still single, I haven't yet
hibit in New York by a Southern ruled out the option of moving to
Californian architect named Frank Monaco and carrying on where Grace.
Gehry. In the show, he included Kelley left off.

Earn a full semester's graduate or undergraduate credit from Trinity
College studying and working in New York City. An intensive three
and a half month (September to December) experience in theatre, dance
and performance. Integrating individual-field study, group seminajs,
and workshops based at the world renowned La Mania Experimental
# Theatre Club. The program includes:
Internships individual tailored to each student's interests and experience.
... : . . . . . .

Seminar on Contemporary Theatre and Dance exam-

ining representative artists and groups in relation to their performance
tradition, historical context and connection with other arts. Integral to the
seminar are many trips (e.g. three a week) to performances, rehearsals,
exhibits, and visits from all over the world,
. Workshops (active participatory) in which students can work on
expanding their expressive vocabulary and develop physical, vocal and
psycho-physical skijls.
,
Specialized Classes with leading teachers in acting, movement,
dance, theatre andjierformance.

Program director: Leonardo Shapiro. Artistic Director
of the Shaliko Company.
For further information contact:
Leonardo Shapiro, Trinity/La Mama Performing Arts Program
:
:
. LaMamaE.T.C.
, \
74A East 4th Street, New York City, NY 10003
(212)475-6313.
. ;

Application Deadlirie: March 15
There will be a meeting for all students interested in finding out more about
the Trinity/La Mama program on Tuesday, February l4at4:00p.m. in the
AAC Green Room. Students who have studied on the Trinity/La Mama
Program as well as the Eugene O'Neil Program Will be available to answer
an questi ons you might have on Thursday. February 16 at 7:30 p.m. in the
GreenRoom of the Austin Arts Center.
'.•••_
..
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Features
Feature Focus
By Lisa Schroeder
Hormones are nasty little critters and in my opinion
they are the cause of most of the ills in this worlcT. This
may sound rust a wee bit far- fetched at first, but think
about it... How many totally moronic things have you
done or seen others do under the influence of these
uncontrollable pests? If this doesn't make any sense to
you so far, just walk through a crowded frat party around
midnight and you'll see the light along with other things.
It all seems to have started with Adam and Eve. Now
honestly why do you think Eve had such an easy time
convincing Adam to eat the apple? Chances are that any
woman only wearing leaves could probably talk most
men into anything. Adam wasn't such a horrible guy, but
he did get kicked out of the Garden of Eden all because of
the facF that the clothing style of the time was probably
just a bit on the skimpy side. Hence the creation of Ann
Taylor. Now who can claim that there isn't a merciful
God?
Unfortunately however I don't think that he
recognized the true nature of the problem. This is proven
by the evolution of Velcro. If you don't believe me, just
walk through West Farms Mall and head for the neon
colorsection. Velcroisn'tjustfor sneakers. Sodom invented
Velcro way back when, and started manufacturing it in
Gomorrah. They didn't have Air Jordan's backthen, and
look at what happened to Sodom and Gomorrah.
Okay, you still don't buy it. Well/ let's see if I can
come up with any more historical examples... all right,
what about Prohibition? Women played a leading role in
the Prohibition movement because they wanted their
husbands to come home and spend time with their families
instead of getting wasted and going on little hormonal
rampages. No matter how nice a person is, his or hfer true
faithfulness is always proven by the consumption of
alcohol and the end result of the evening. Why do you
: end up being just a night with the guys
as something with nice legs saunters by. it's the same
when the situation is reversed, except guys have bigger
egos, so they always seem to get nervous because they
know that they are the subject of conversation and they
have to know what is being said about them. There is an
easy test to prove this; hang out inyour room with a bunch
of girls, and when an unknowing and'defenseless male
walks into this den of lions, just give each other knowing
looks, wait until he leaves (in about 30 seconds), and break
out into uncontrollable giggles as soon as the door shuts.
The footsteps that were hurriedly retreating down the
hallway will abruptly, stop and tiptoe back. Try it if you
don't believe me. '
,
Now take modern day college life in this context.
According to Todd Gillespie (and yes. this is. a direct
quote) "beer, pizza, and sex are the three great motivating
factors in,college". His statement isn't exactly biblical, but
it is applicable. Bill Charest expounded upon this concep t:
"It seems that alcohol sends one's hormones on a rampage,
so one plies a prospective mate with beer until the endof
the social gathering that one is attending, then one invites
this by now plastered prospective mate to come back to
one's room and order a pizza, and the third tenet of
college life follows."
There is no proven cure for unfulfilled hormones,
bvit I hear from a relatively reliable source that running
two'laps around campus (shirt optional) and then doing
50 push ups is relatively effective for alleviating this
problem. If this doesn't work for you, either go to late
night and start the process all over again or stick with the
beer and pizza.
Next Week— Fraternities Revisited (gulp)

Superstitious? Who, Me?
-By Bill CharestFeatures Columnist
Last week I said I'd write about
semi-formals. I lied. It's bad luck to
write about semi-formals, anyway.
Superstition is a funny thing. It
begins when you're really young, you
know, like the old "step on a crack,
break your mother's back" routine.
Well, I've stepped on a lot of cracks in
my life, and as last I checked,.my
mom was still up and walking about,
so I guess that one doesn't count.
I'm not superstitious. I neyer
have been, and I never will be. I mean
really, what; is a superstition, anyway? It's the irrational fear that
something catastrophic will happen
to you if you do (or fail to do) something. I'm never like that.
. Except for that sidewalk block
out in front of Northam. All I can
remember is .the first tour of Trinity
that I took while still in high school:
the tour guide told us that stepping on
that block is considered some type of
capital offense or something. You
know the one - it has all that Latin
writing in gold letters (I know it's
Latin, because it has all those V's on
it instead of U's). I'm not sure what it
exactly says, but I think it's something like, "Don't be steppin' here,
Jack, or you gonna be one hurtiri''
pup!" I know there's something inherently weird about that block.. I
mean, is. someone buried under it,-or
is it the entrance to Hell (I thought
Dante was from Italy)? I've never
stepped on it, although I've come
within half a step of doing so on a
couple occasions, before I saved
myself from eternal damnation. But
that's my only superstition, so just
permit me that one.
Well, actually, now that I think
about it, there's one more.
When I'm putting on my-socks
and sneakers in the morning, I always
put them on "sock-sneaker-sbeksneaker". God forbid I ever put both
socks oh before I put on a sneaker. If
you think about it, this makes sense.
What If it's raining or snowing outside, and there's a fire drill while
•. you're getting dressed? If you have
two socks on, your feet will get all wet
and you'll catch cold. But if you instead put a sock on, and then a sneaker,
you can hop .around on one foot and
stay perfectly dry. Irrational? Wait
until the next fire alarm in your dorm,
and'try running around in two socks.
You'll see-how cold you get.
But really, aside from those two
glitches, I'm perfectly rational. Who
cares if I have to eat Raisin Bran for
breakfast (cf. Tripod, 1/31/89) wheneverl have an exam? I even ran down
to Chucky's to get one of those minipaks of Raisin Bran one day when I
missed breakfast and had an exam.
But eating doesn't count. I guess...
Well, maybe it does.
Superstitions. Phooey! No matter where you go, or what you do, if
something bad is going to happen to
you, it'll happen whether or not the
horseshoe on your wall is hanging

Mayor Speaks of Trinity
Continued from Page T
being help- you know sometimes
people go all out, their wives and their
kids don't know they can't read or
write. They learn to manipulate society to their advantage, but once they
get in the door, that's when volunteers are needed there to keep them
interested.
How do you evision Hartford in the
year 2000- might you still be mayor
or do you have any further political
plans?
Oh, let's see, 2000 and this is
1989. No, no, I will not be mayor in
the year 2000. That may be back to
haunt me butldoubt it very seriously.
The city is on the move. I hope
' my legacy .will be to get things in

motion so nobody can derail it. These
are some things I've tried to do in my
first year- one of the problems is
establishing credibility for the system; That for people to feel that the
system.really responds to them and
this office is here to respond to them.
Second: I am trying to develop some
programs which validate the spirit I
am trying to create here. I am not a
mystic of any sort but I do believe in
the cosmos,
There are other people in positions of power and we can develop a
coalition of good will... Wecan bring
together such forces as the President
of the Chamber of Commerce and the
head of the General Assembly in that
coalition.
Do you feel you can bring about

change? Do you have enough power
within the system?
Well, power is in the eye of the
beholder...It has to do with force in
terms of believing you can make a
difference. In the short time I've been
here I think I've made a difference in
that aspect, in giving the office credibility- not that there was any lacking
before- but you have to build on what's
been in the past. I mean certain spots
where things can happen. In the job
training programs; I worked on pensions.and pension money for housing, my mayor's committee on crime
just finished an excellent recommendation; I'm fighting up at the capitol
for having shcools open for more than
seven hours a day.

right-side-up or not (put the paper
down now and go check).
When you get right down to it,
it's a pretty superstitious world that
we live in. It's almost an epidemic of
sorts, I mean, why does everyone face
forward in an elevator? I went on an
elevator once, and just to test things
out, I faced the back. I swear that
people in the elevator looked at me as
if I had pulled a gun or something (I
mean, even more than normal). It's
got to be some type of subliminal
superstition that if we don't pay attention, we'll miss our floor, the elevator
cable will snap, and we'll have our
souls (not to mention our insides) cast
into the Great Beyond (I don't mean
Austin Arts Center, I mean the Great,
Great, GREAT Beyond - "the big
one"). I don't think anyone wants to
visit the Great Beyond, unless of
course they want to go on Oprah, or
write a book about it- Sorry, Oprah,
I'll take the stairs.

an awful lot of Raisin Bran.
I'll bet my dad is glad that I'm
not around to mow the lawn in the
spring and fall. I just have this thing
about always following the tracks!
made the previous time. By the end of
the year, our lawn looks like it's been
strip-mined for bituminous coal pr
something.
' ''.,
Think about this one: how would
you like to go somewhere, and not
know what state you're in? I'm riot
talking about stumbling back from a
frat party, or getting lost after missing
the exit off 1-93'for Bowdoin. What
.about this Four Comers place? It's
where Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado and Utah all meet at one point.
Imagine having a beer there? You'd
have to hold it out of Utah territory, or
you'd be in real trouble. Scary stuff. I
could never go to a place like that, I
guess I'm just superstitious, in that 1
always find it comforting to be able to
say "I'm HERE" and that's that.
I thinkZen Buddhists must have
this superstition stuff beat. I mean,
now they've got thisZen stuff worked
out so that you can meditate while
you're driving to work, even if every
other driver.on the road is yelling at
you to perform anatomically impossible deeds on yourself. The Zen
philosopher Basha once wrote, "A
flute with no holes is not a flute. And
a donut with-no holes is a danish."
Funny guy, that Basha. Til bet you
Basha wouldn't have problems with
someone getting into an elevator and
facing backward.
I'm not superstitious, I'm
NOT!!! If I were, I could've been as
paranoid to, say, not use the letter "*"
in thi* article. I can't *ee why;*o
many *tupid moron* are *o afraid of
*uch a *illy thing. It make* me *ick to
my *tomach •pmetime*,,
*o much for *u'per*tition*. "

What about that number? You
know, the one that everyone fears the
most. That's right, blekteen. It must
make your skin creep to see it in print,,
but there's really no big deal. I mean,
you'd have to be completely irrational and neurotic to purposely avoid
such a petty thing as saying the number blekteen. Blekteen. Blekteen.
Blekteen. What so wrong about saying Blekteen? Everyone is afraid of
Friday the Blekteenth, and I've never
had a bad time on that date. Some
people are such saps...
The best thing a"bout living in
Funston is that my room doesn't have
a mirror (attention B&G: 'the room
came without one. I didn't steal it, or
cut it up and sell it for other recreational uses). Obviously, my predecessormusthavenotbeen very superstitious. However,! think I'msafe. I
don't think the seven years' bad luck
applies to the room itself. Or does it?
Damn. I think I'm going to be eating Next: *enioriti*, thatdreadeddi*ea*e.

Note: Last week's "On the Long Walk"
question was not conceived by Lisa
Schroeder. It was written by Lisa Denny

Community
Outreach
NEEDED: NEW VOLUNTEERS!
House of Bread Shelter requests volunteers who have
strong background in accounting/math to work with single
parents in a new program being developed for "Financial
Planning" training. The office is located on a bus line and
training will be provided.

Immaculate Conception Emergency Shelter, a shelter
staffed by multi-denominational personnel, needs committed
vplunteers interested in helping provide food and shelter to
the 60 men housed here'during the winter nights. Hours
needed 7:00-10:00 pm through March. Training provided
and transportation might be arranged.
Phonefriend, a friendship line sponsored by the Junior
League of Hartford, is looking for volunteers to talk by phone
with elementary school children from Hartford or West
Hartford who are alone after school. Hours needed are
2:30-5:00 pm on days when school is in session. Training is
provided and it may be possible to volunteer from your home
phone.
Betances S.chool is looking for volunteers to work with
students as tutors and to help out in their library. Training is
provided.
Campfire Boys/Girls will be looking for volunteers in the
second semester to teach structured courses to children in
grades K-6.There are three courses - "I'm Safe and Sure", "I
Can Do It", "I'm Peer-Proof." Training is provided.

Contact the Outreach Office:
Box 3024 or 297-2383
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Women's Squash Ranked Fourth in Nation
-By Robin SilverSpecial To The Tripod
Being ranked number four in the
nation isn't bad. Ifyouweretoaskthe
Trinity Women's squash team if they
would be satisfied with such a ranking, they'd probably glow with
pride— and deservedly so. This
weekend the Trinity top 7 competed
at the Howe Cup Intercollegiate
Squash Tournament at Yale in New
Haven. Competing in the Division
One class against Harvard, Yale,
Dartmouth, Brown, Princeton, and
Franklin and Marshall, they knew
they'd have to be playing at their best
to fit in with the best. It was a hard
weekend in store for these challenging women.
The weekend consisted of a lot
of squash, to say the least. It required
dedication andconcentration from all
players. Fatigue was definitely a factor
as each team played two times on
Friday through Sunday. Friday was
the day to start off strong. Trinity
needed a win against a strong Franklin and Marshall team that had beaten
Trinity 5-4 during the regular season,
as #9 Mimi Keller kept the match
close in a five game upset. However,
without winning positions 8 and 9,
Trinity was victorious as they upset
Franklin and Marshall 4-3. Robin

Silver was able to clinch the match in
five games along with teammates
captain Nan Campbell (#1), Courtney Geelan (#3), and Louise McCarthy (#6).
Next? Harvard... bearing small
pins to trade as a kind, competitive
gesture, Harvard came ready to play.
Nan Campbell played an excellent
five game match but came up short in
the fifth, losing by one point against
Jenny Holleran. Obviously a team
with more depth in their ladder, Harvard won 7-0. Trinity finished the
day 1-1.
Saturday was a day enjoyed by
several supportiveTrinity parents and
fans. In the morning, Trinity ffced
the dom inating Princeton squad which
basically led the way throughout the
tournament as the #1 team. Despite a
strong showing by Louise McCarthy
(3-1), there was basically nowhere to
turn but to the afternoon rnatch against
Yale. Princeton won the match 7-0.
Trinity was determined to end
up at least fourth. Led by tournament
director and supportive coach Wendy
Bartlett, the squad was ready to attack
their next three matches with force.
During the afternoon, Trinity
faced a hard hitting Yale squad. Yale
proved to be more consistent and
overpowering as they won 6-1. Silver was able to win her match decisively 3-0.
Sunday was Doomsday for every

team thatdared tocrossTrinity'spath.
Trinity was scheduled to play Brown
and Dartmouth. The Brown match
went into the deciding final match as
Courtney Geelan (#3) was left on the
court to pull out a victory against
Renee Schneider. Geelan came into
the fifth game with determination
and won the deciding game 15-5 to
clinch the exciting victory. Hardhitting and sharp-shooting Lila Morris (#2), Nan Campbell (#1), and Silver (#4) all came through with victories now that they had beaten Brown
4-3, they were ready for their last
match.
Dartmouth was the grand finale
for the weekend, and a big match for
the Bantams. Victory would mean a
solid grasp on the #4 ranking in the
nation. A loss would mean sharing
the ranking, if not a ranking lower
than fourth.
The Bantams showed their
power by thrashing Dartmouth 6-1.
Tremendously improved Anne
Nicholson (#7) pulled out a grueling
match in five games as she consistently pounded her opponent with
steady rails. Phoebe Sylvester (#5).
also came through with a strong victory as she dom inated heropponent in
three straight games.
Trinity returned home as the
fourth best team in the nation. Their
wins over Franklin and Marshall,
Dartmouth, andBrown were anything

but easy. Trinity clearly improved
their play throughout the weekend as
they tried to focus mostly on keeping
their opponents back. In other words,
their strategy was to keep in control of
the "T." It all went back to basics.
Trinity won with smart serves and
patience. With hard work at practices
and Bartlett's dedication, Trinity came
together as a challenging squad to
win big this weekend.
Seniors Nan Campbell, Lila
Morris and Louise McCarthy have
played in their last Howe Cup Tournament. "The seniors' contribution
to the team as players and leaders has
been priceless," said Courtney Geelan.
Bartlett commented, "We've really
been working hard and peaked as a
team at the tournament. The seniors
really set the pace with their enthusi-

astic attitudes and fine play. We
couldn't have played any better than
we did."
So, you don't believe that the
team is really that good? Come see
for yourself. Trinity will be playing
Williams today at 7:30 pm at Ferris
Athletic Center. The team will also
face Amherst on Tuesday, February
21st, and will have a rematch with
Brown on Thursday, February 24 at
7:30 pm on their home courts.
Note: Wendy Bartlett, in her
third year as tournament director,
conducted yet another smoothly run
tournament with the hard work of
Trinity'sownHeatherWatkins, Maria
Nevares, and Christine Laraway.
Congratulations on such a fine performance of your own, and thank
you!

••

.

Moorhouse Scores 1 ,OOOth Pt.
Trinity senior forward Jon Moorhouse was named to the Eastern College Athletic Conference's Division
III North Honor Roll last week, for
the second consecutive week, as he
scored 48 points, pulled down 17
rebounds and dished out 7 assists
during a 1-1 week. In those two
weeks, Moorhouse led the Bantams
to a 3-1 record, averaging 23.5 points
and 8.5 rebounds per game.
Moorhouse, a 6-9 senior from
Chester, CT also surpassed a career
milestone during Saturday's 81-66
victory.over Connecticut College,

scoring his 1,000th career point.
Entering Saturday's game, Moorhouse had 972 career points, and he
netted 30 to achieve the milestone at
home before the team embarked on a
three-game road swing. Moorhouse
became only the 12 th man in school
history to reach the 1,000-point plateau, and only the third to go over
1,000 points and 500 rebounds in a
career (he currently has 626, fifth on
the all-time list).
Moorhouse has reemerged as a
dominant player after a nearly twoyear hiatus from intercollegiate bas-

ketball. He played on Trinity's
E.C.A.C. New England Championship teams "during the 1984-85 and
i 985-86 seasons, but then played only
six games over the next two seasons.
This year, Moorhouse has proven' that he caaperform consistently on a daily
basis, and the numbers back it up.
Through 14 games, Moorhouse was
averaging 18.4 points, 8.7 rebounds,
2.1 assists and 1.1 blocks per game.
And though he has not started a game
all season, Moorhouse has been tremendous in the clutch, taking over Trinity Squash, ranked fourth nationally in Division I, will face Williams
Tonight at 7:30 at Ferris Athletic Center.
Photo by David Copland
several games in the later stages.

Hockey Beats Nichols, Iona, Assumption
goalie, Steve Gorman. Vaill broke in
Continued From Page 20
Williamson, who was playing the and deked to his backhand. Gorman
point on the power play, drove home stacked his pads to his left and denied
the fourth Trinity goal. Williamson's Vaill. Gorman later said, "I knew he
goal sent Iona netminder, Douglas was going to deke because he had the
Vrame, to the showers as he was puck in front of his body the whole
pulled in favor of Ken Kozlowski. At time. It was just a matter of which
the 18:04 mark, defensemen Mark side he would go."
Thirteen seconds later WilliamHulteen joined his teammate after he
was given a misconduct for fighting. son shut the door on Iona when he
Tom Scull got the gate for Trinity. stole a clearing pass at the Iona
The battle between Scull and Hulteen blueline and stormed in on Kozlowerupted after the puck had been fro- ski. Williamson, who had grabbed
zen at the Iona blueline. Pushing the aerial clearingpass with his glove,
started among Manley and a few Iona deked the Iona goalie and put the
players when mediator Tom Scull puck between his legs. Iona scored a
stepped in. Peace was finally re- power-play goal with 12:17 remaining in the third period to close the
stored by the referees.
score to 7-4.
Behind some strong goaltendLarry Trinceri capped off the
ing by Kozlowski, Iona attempted to
climb back into the game with two scoring for Trinity when he flipped
goals early into the second period. home a rebound past Kozlowski. The
Both Iona goals were the result of a play started when Peter Burgess
loose puck being slapped home from blasted a shot from his left point
the slot. With the sore at 4-2, Wil- position and Jeff MacDonald, the hero
liamson wrestled a rebound away from of the Holy Cross game, deflected it
Kozlowski at the 19:59 mark to put at Kozlowski. The senior goaltender
the Bantams up 5-2. There was a made a nice save, but he could not
controversy over whether or not the control the rebound.
The Bantams went on the road
goal was scored before the period was
over. Iona protested, but the goal Saturday night to play Assumption
College. Assumptiongot on the board
stood.
Iona collected its third goal when first at the 11:24 mark when Peter
Tom McCarren put a rebound past Richards blasted a shot from right
Gorman at 3:02 in the third period. point position that beat Gorman high
Forty-nine seconds later, Trinity made on his glove side. Trinity stormed
it 6-3 when Trip Manley redirected a back thirty-five seconds later as John
drive by Kozlowski from defense- Gregory, Trinity's steady defenseman John Gregory. At the 4:38 mark, . man, scored on a wrist shot from the
a penalty shot was awarded to Iona blueline with Williamson screening
forward Ron Vaill because a Bantam the Assumption goalie.
Trinity went up 2-1 when Steve
defender had covered the puck in the
crease. Vaill consulted with his coach Palmer tipped in a smart pass from
as the referee talked with Trinity Peter Burgess. The DWM line gojjw

the action with three minutes left in
the period. DuBoef passed the puck
to linemate Murphy from the corner
and broke towards the net. Murphy
got off a quick wrist shot which the
Assumption netminder, Brian
O'Connell saved. DeBoef pounced
on the rebound, and fl ipped it o ver the
fallen netminder. Kevin Kavanagh
put the Bantams up 4-1 whenhescored
on a drive from just outside the Assumption blueline.
Trinity increased their lead to 5-1
as Todd DuBoef, who has a team
leading 16 goals, scored his second
goal of the game. DuBoef's shot was
a terrific slap shot that rang off the
cross bar as it went into the net. The
penalty bug returned for the Bantams
in the second period. Assumption

scored two power play goals. In both
cases, the Greyhounds didn't w.aste
any time on the power play. They
scored ten seconds into each power
play. The Bantams went into the
locker room holding a 5-3 advantage.
Assumption forward, Robert Schneiders, tallied 2:32 into the final
stanza. Schneiders gathered in the
loose puck in the slot and quickly
snapped it past Gorman. Mike
Murphy, Trinity's second leading
scorer, scored an unassisted goal to
make the score 6-4. Murphy stole the
puck from a Greyhound defender in
front of the Assumption net and shot
as he was tripped. O'Connell made
the stop, but his rebound came out to
Murphy. Murphy, who was on his
knees, .lifted the puck over the

goaltender's left shoulder. Bill
Macartney and Steve Palmer scored
thetwo final goals for the Bantams.
Palmer's goal was on a breakaway. It
was his second breakaway goal of the
week. He scored on a,breakaway
against Fairfield. Yes, he used the
same move both times proving that it
pays to stick with what's working.
Next Game: Trinity has a big
game this Wednesday against
Wesley an at Kings wood-Oxford rink
at 7:30. Some Questions: Why is it
everyone shows up at 9:00? Why are
our fans so quiet when the fans at
Fairfield cheer on their team despite
the fact they were losing? Why does
Holy Cross have a pep band, and our
fans can't round up a few horns and a
drum?

Five Harriers Go To New England's
Continued From Page 20
followed Isaac in fifth with a clocking of 1:12.42.
Moving up to the middle distances, co-captain Gail Wehrli '89
won aclose women's 1000m race in
3:11.87 by outkicking heropponents
atthefinish. Meanwhile,the3000m
featured the efforts of unattached
runner Chris Dickerson '89. Though
the race started out with everyone
close together, by about the 1000m
mark, the bestthe other runnerscould
do was watch his back as he strode to
a 9:00.0 clocking. Dickerson's
middle distance services will be
heartily welcomed when he returns
to action for the Bantams in March.

In the women's 3000m, freshwomen Claire Summers '92 earned
her first of what will be several varsity letters by taking second. Finally,
in the mile relay, Coach Magoun
experimented with a slightly different lineup, this time Barrett, Rich
DiPreta '91, Pat Bayliss '91, and
Rhoades Alderson, but the result was
still the same - success. The team ran
well in a strong field to take fourth
place.
Next week, several Bant runners
will beheading to the Division 3 New
Englands. For the women, it will be
perennial New England ranker Wehrli
going up to Bowdoin (also the site of
this year's National Championships)
to compete in the 1500m and 3000m.

On the men's side, the meet will be
held at (please hold your laughter)
Coast Guard. Competing for the
men, will be Moore in the long
jump, Wells and Gourley in the
shot, Isaac in either the 400m or
500m, and the mile relay team. As
theindoorseason windsdown, these
participants will most definitely be
tasting the fruits of their labors. For
those not going, there will be little
chance to rest as this is the crucial
training time that will help Trinity
gather the steam that will blow out
its opponents in the outdoor season,
With this in mind, good luck to
those competing in the New
Englands, and for those who are
not, the best is yet to come.

,
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Sports
From the Cheap Seats

Women Beat Cardinals,
Fall to Bates and Bowdoin

By Eric Hammerstrom

-By Matthew G. MillerSporis Writer

What is it about hockey games that brings out the violence in people?
I've been pondering this since last Thursday, when I was hanging on to the
edge of the glass and screaming obscene things at Iona's players.
Hockey is a naturally violent game. The object is to slap apuck. The
best way to defend your goal is to destroy your opponent. It is perfectly
legal to hit another player as hard as it is physically possible. You must do
it cleanly, or you will be penalized (if the ref is watching).
So I can understand how violence takes control of the ice. Heck, when
I played, I couldn't stop being violent. When I wasn't swinging my goalie
stick at someone else, I was swinging it at the goalposts. I just got a little
carried away sometimes.
I can't imagine how many goalie sticks I broke. It was at least twelve
or fifteen a season. My dad could tell you how many; He had to pay for
them, Twenty-five bucks apiece. Violence doesn't pay.
Last Thursday's game against Iona was a very physical game, but
most of the violence wasn't on the ice. It was in the stands.
Most of it came from the parents of Iona's players. In fact, one of the
Iona fathers was ejected from the arena after he tried to pick a fight with
Rick Hazelton. You should have heard some of the things their mothers
were yelling!
Hearing those mothers made me thankful for the fact that my mom
was a basket case at my hockey games. For some reason she couldn't sit
and watch people shoot pucks at her son. She was actually more nervous
about big games than I was. She wouldn' t even watch, she'd just sit in the
lobby next to the heaters. The most difficult position on the team is the
goalie's mother.
But my father, he is a maniac. He is famous iii my hometown, for the
time he threw a bicycle horn from the upper levels of Marquette's
Lakeview Arena and hit the referee, who was skating a good two hundred
feet away.
.
We have season tickets to Northern Michigan University's college
hockey games. They are behind the opposing team's bench,.and a long way
up. But my dad's voice is loud enough so that every coach in the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association knows who Dr. Hammerstrom is. One
even referred to him by name at a press conference. He said, "The crowds
are nice in Marquette, except for Dr. Hammerstrom."
That leads me to believe that violence in hockey is hereditary. At least
it seemed that way last Thursday. Iona's players weren't quite as dirty as
their parents, but it wasn't for lack of effort.
I must have inherited my hatred of referees and opposing teams from
my father. Why else would I be hanging on the edge of the glass and
screaming obscenities?
However, I am not as loud about it as Dad is. And that fits perfectly
into my theory. My father is the world champion bicycle-horn-referee
tosser. My mother can't even watch.
I'm somewhere in between. A cross between a maniac, and a basket
case.
• Infact,mymotherinspiredthenameofmycolurnn. Game after game,
she sits next to my father, tugs on his arm, and whispers...
No heckling from the cheap scats.

The Trinity College Women's
Basketbal I Team hit the road for three
contests this week, defeating
Wesleyan before travelling to Maine
and falling to both Bo wdoin and B ates.
One week ago, the Lady Bants
were hosted by the Lady Cardinals in
Middletown, and came away with a
big 64-51 win. In this one, the Lady
Bants overcame a 7 point halftime
lead, and rallied to the victory.
The Lady Bants started in a 3-2
zone defense, with Karyn Farquhar
playing chaser, and Kathy Ennis effectively cutting off the passing lan'es.
But event though Wesleyan shot
miserably in the first half, Trinity's
old nemesis, lack of rebounding, came
back to haunt them. Liz Gilbert,
Robin Crestwell, and Jen Jones all
smashed inside to collect 2nd chance
.points. The half was a series of streaks,
as Trinity failed to score for almost
4:00, falling behind 19-12. Wesleyan
followed this string by going scoreless from the 9:30 mark until the 2:36
mark, allowing Trinity to close the
gap to 19-1.8. The Lady Cardinals put
on a little burst to close the half,
which was capped by a Liz Gilbert
hoop as time ran out in the first half.
Coach Maureen Pine was not pleased
by either the team's overall play, nor
the closing basket, which apparently
was taken well after the clock had
turned to 0:00.
After an emotional halftime talk,
the Lady Bants stormed out in the
second half, and finally tied the score
at 39-39 with 7:34 remaining as Karyn
Farquhar hit 2 free throws. The keys
to the rally were Ennis, who directed
the offense, andKirsten Kolstad, who
anchored an improved insidedefense.
With the score tied, the Trinity veterans, especially Leanne LeBrun, took
over. LeBrun hit the boards hard,
made numerous steals, all while contributing 16 second half points, many
of them down the stretch.
From the 9:04 mark, when

Wesleyan had a 39-37 lead, the Lady
Cardinals went through another scoring drought, going 5:05 without scoring, by which time Trin had built a 10
point lead. During that 12 point run,
LeBrun tossed in 6 points, and Farquhar 4. Maryanne O Donnell hit for
the other 2 points.
Trinity lengthened their lead late,
thanks to Paula Murphy's defense,
and also due to the fact that the Lady
Bants hit 20-23 from the free throw
line (after not taking a single shot
from the charity stripe in the first
half).
* LeBrun led Trin with 20 points,
Kolstad added 13, Farquhar 12, and
O'Donnell, a season high 9. Jones, a
tough inside player finished with 16
for the Lady Cardinals.
Later in the week, theLady Bants
travelled up to Maine, to play their
semi-annual away encounters atBates
and Bowdoin. Brunswick was the
first stop, with the Bowdoin Polar
Bears providing the opposition.
Bowdoin started quickly, and
thanks to early foul problems for both
Leanne LeBrun and Amy Chiodo,
were not seriously challenged by a
hobbled and tired Lady Bant squad.
Paula Murphy kept Trin in the game
early, hitting 2 3-point field goals
early, and Kirsten Kolstad played fine
defense, but Bowdoin could do no
wrong, and led by bruising Stephanie
Caron's 21 points and 9 rebounds,
cruised to a 74-50. Point guard Cafhy
Hayes controlled the ball well, dishingout 12 assists to go with 16points,
and freshman sensation Stacey Bay
hit for 14 points. Murphy was the
only double figure scorer for Trin,
hitting for 12 points.
3 Afterstaying over night in Brunswick, the Lady Bants hit the road
again to face the Bates Bobcats in
lovely Lewiston. The Bobcat gym is
widely known as a "pit", and upon
inspection (with a flashlight almost a
necessity) its reputation was not unfounded. Trin, though, at least in the
first half seemed to have shaken their
poor play in the Bowdoin game, and
came out strong. Although Kirsten

Kolstad was saddled with 2 early fouls,
the Lady Bants hung tough in their 23 zone, and behind the inspired play
of Paula Murphy and Amy Chiodo
(playing before a large contingent of
relatives), broke a 21 -21 tie, and built
a 34-22 lead, behind a 7 point run,
with5:201efl. ButBates battled back, >
and closed the gap K>42-33 at thehalf.
The second half, though, was a
different story, as Bates came out
flying and never looked back. It took
the Bobcats just 3:52 to tie the score
on two Adrienne Shibles free throws,
and from that point of the lead grew
larger and larger. They key seemed to
be the fact that Trin could not adjust
to a change in defensive tactics, and
with its offense frustrated, the defense seemed to collapse.
Power forward Julie Roche
scored an impressive 27 points for
Bates, with Shibles hitting for 15 (all
in the second half). Chiodo led Trim
ity with 21 points, Murphy hit for 16,
Kirsten Kolstad 13, and Karyn Farquhar 12.
Hoop Talk: Paula Murphy is on
a hot streak, she is getting more playing tjme, and has hit 6-1.1 from 3point land. Farquhar has been hobbled
by an ankle injury sustained during
Thursday'spractice. Pine ripped into
the officiating during the trip, asking
one official near the end of the Bates
game if he had a lollipop in his'mouth,
rather than a whistle. It says enough
of the officiating to note that even
then he did not blow his instrument to
call a technical. Rarely does Pine get
that verbally upset, and this was truly
justified. After their collapse in the
second half, Wesleyan coach Robin
Timothy-Foakes made the Lady Cardinals practice for half an hour. Their
reactions to the punishment are unprintable, although "!!&!!*&*$*%"
would be a close approximation.
O'Donnell took a physical beating
over the weekend, getting knocked to
the floor more times than one could
imagine. The Lady Bants face no
easy task this week, hosting Williams
this evening at 7:30, before travelling
to a vengeful Tufts, Saturday at 2:00.

Women's Swimming Loses To Fairfield, Beats Clark
-Jeanne SandersSporlx Writer

The Chicks suffered a setback
last Saturday at home, to Fairfield.
Although this was a disappointing
defeat for the team, many of theswimmers swam their fastest races all season. Furthermore, the team is clearly
gaining strength and momentum to
propel them through the rest of the
season.
Nicole Curinga '92, Ann Reutter '92, Karen Leonard '91, and Becky
Brainard '89 began the meet by taking the 200 Medley Relay with a time
of 2:05.14. In the 50 Butterfly leg of
the race, Leonard recorded her second fastest split time ever, her best of
the season, with 28.7 seconds. Leonard continued her attack on Fairfield by taking the 100 Freestyle in
just 58.76 seconds, a remarkable .75
.secondsoffherpreviousall-timebest.
However, Leonard's day was by no
means over: In the 50 Freestyle she
posted her best time this season -of
27.08 seconds to take second place.
Not surprisingly, by this point in m idseason she has qualified for four events
in the New England Swimming and
Diving Championships later" this
month, and is ranked seventh in New.
England in the 50 Butterfly.
Leonard was not the only Chick
to swim personal season lows this
Saturday. Kim Lester. '92 finished
first in the 200 Backstroke with her
season best time of 2:32.72, as well as
finishing third in the 200IM. Justine
Divett' 89 also had her best 500 Freestyle race this season in 5:53.43 to
place second, as did Andrea Pimpi-

nella, who finished second in the 200
Butterfly in 2:45.81. Both Divett and
Pimpinella also placed second in one
other race, the 1000 Freestyle and the
200 Freestyle, respectively. Other
strong races were had by Elizabeth
Brown '89, who took third in the
1000 Freestyle, 500 Freestyle and 200
Backstroke, and Brainard, who took
third in the 1.00 Freestyle in 1:01.28.
In diving, Amy Paulson continued
her fine season, once again clinching

second place for the Bants.
On Tuesday, Feb. 7, the team
traveled lo beautiful Worcester, MA
to take on Clark, a nationally ranked
team. The meet came down to the
very last event, the 200 Freestyle
Relay, which Brainard, Amy Wilson,
Curinga and Leonard won to clinch
the meet wiih a time of 1:49.57. In
other events, Curinga won the 100
Backstroke with her season best lime
of 1:10.74. Leonard also finished in

first place in both the 50 Freestyle and
the 100 Freestyle, with times of 27.46
and 59.68 respectively. Other chicks
to win races were Sue Slormer '90, in
the 200 IM, and Ruetter, in the 200
Breaststroke.
The Chicks had strong performances in other events as well. Brainard
finished second in the 50 Freestyle in
27.76, and third in the 100 Freestyle
with 1:01.1. In the 1000 Freestyle,
Divett placed second with a lime of

12:16.96. Also, in the 200 Butterfly,
Andrea Pimpinella took third place
with a time of 2:47.31, and Blair
Rossheim, breaking that 3-minute
mark, recorded her best ever time of
2:57.28. As the Chicks.steadily gathered momentum, they travelled to
New London to take on Connecticut
College Saturday, and will host Tufts
tomorrow for their last home meet of
the season.

There's Nobody Like Michael Jordan
-By Patrick KeaneAssistant Sports Editor
Nobody, Nobody, Nobody can
play bail like my man Michael Jordan! Nobody! Michael Jordan and
a veritable cornucopia of Professional basketball's elite put on a
high-flying, death -defying, 360
slam-dunking show at All-Star
weekend in Houston. In what has
always been a gathering of the
world's finest athletes, the fast
breaking, boys from the West ran
away with a 143-134 victory.
The game itself wasn't the only
festive piece of enjoyment that AIJStar weekend has to offer. The
weekend started off with annual
Schick Legends Classic game. This
ensemble
of
Professional
basketball' s elder statesmen proved
to be exciting right down to the
wire, as the game's star Calvin
Murphy (26 pts) nailed a threepointer with no time on the ctofck.
The game's final score: West 54

East 53, was aquarter's output forthc
West in the real game.
The next festivity showcased
Professional basketball's best perimeter marksmen in the annual threepoint Shootout. The final of this
Shootout brought a meeting of 1988 's
runner-up Supersonic Dale Ellis and
Chicago Bull Craig Hodges. Ellis put
the lights out for eighteen points (on
the infamous Shootout scale) in crushing Hodges for the title.
The next event, everybody's
favorite, was theGatorade Slam Dunk
contest. This function is a gathering
of those NBA players who most often
play above the rim, Adissapointmenl
of the event was the absence of previous winners Dominique Wilkins and
Michael. "Nobody" Jordan who
feigned injury in removing their names
. from the contestants. 'Nique and
Michael were somehow able to play
in the game itself but were unable to
woo the throngs in the dunk contest.
The panel of celebrity judges chose a
pair of high flyers in the Knick's
Kenny "Sky" Walkerand Clyde "The

Glide" Drexler in the finals. The • halftime lead) This point total is
winner, Kenny Walker, was ironi- the most ever for any all-star game,
cally Jordan's replacement.
or equivalent to what is probably
Now, on lo the reason why we're the Miami Heat's season high point
all here: Pro basketball's gem, West total.
vs. East, the mailman, "Air "Jordan,
The West, who had to do withand perhaps what might become the out the services of an injured Magic
inosl oft-played highlight ever, the Johnson, surmounted leads of up
Isiah Thomas off the backboard al- to 31 points before coming to a
ley-oop pass to my man Michael for 111-96 lead after three quarters.
the reverse jam. This game would be The East, behind the efforts of Pro
a treat to any point guard, and with the basketball's resident rebounder
likes of Utah's John Stockton, Charles Barkley, were able to cut
Detroit's Isiah Thomas, and the the West's once mammoth lead to
Knick's Mark Jackson, many an seven at one point before succumbamazing pass were seen by all. ing to a 143-134 loss. Karl Malone
Another nifty Isiah assist came late in was selected as the game's Most
the third quarter as he tossed a three- Valuable Player as he scored 28
quarter-court, baseball-bounce pass pts. and pulled down 9 rbs.
to- you guessed it-Mr. Jordan.
The many festivities of AllThe West employed a classic Star weekend will go into the anfast-breaking, gun it up, shoot-the- nals of time as one of the most
rock- if-you're-lucky-enough-to -get- exciting displays of basketball
it offense. Behind the easy poiirtde- prowess, and Nobody, Nobody,
livery of Utah's Karl "The Mailman" Nobody will ever forget those Isiah
Malone and the improbable passing to Jordan passes. Because you can
of teammate John Stockton, the West buy the shoes but you can't do that.
took a 87-59 halftime lead. (Yes, No.
_-
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1 his Week in Sports (Home Games in Bold)
Feb. 14 Women's Basketball
vs. Williams
Me'n's Squash vs. Princeton
Women's Squash vs. Williams
Feb. 15 Men's Basketball
vs. Williams
Women's Swimming
vs. Tufts
Hockey vs. Wesleyan
Feb. 18 Men's Basketball
at Manhattanville
Women's Basketball
at Tuffs
Women's Swimming
at Amherst
Indoor Track
at New England Champ.
Wrestling
vs. Bowdoin & Rhode Island Coll.
vs. Umass/Boston
Hockey
at Roger Williams
Feb. 21 Women's Basketball
vs. Amherst
Men's Swimming
at Clark
Women's Squash
vs. Amherst
Ice Hockey Statistics
Player
GP G A PTS PIM
DuBoef
18 16 15 31 4 .
Murphy
18 14 14 28 14
Williamson
13 17 II 28 18
Scull "•
18 8 18 26 96
. Manley
17 10 15 25 28
Goaltenders GP MIN
SVS% G.A.A.
Gorman
.888
3.51
10 615
Tuck
.901
7
419
3.01

7:30

4:00
7:30
8:00
4:00

7:30
8:00
2:00
1:00
TBA
1:00
3:00
5:00

Men's Basketball Results
Trinity 99, Bowdoin 68
Trinity (99) - Hinchey 0 0 0, Perno 3 6 12, Vaughn 1 03,
Martin 4 2 10, Reilly 5 0 10, Allen 2 2 8, Kurtz 10 12!,
Schlickmann 2-0 4, Scott 0 0 0, Roca 1 0 2, Lyon 3 0 7,
Moorhouse 4 4 12, Stubbs 4 1 9. Totals: 39 17.
Halftime: Trinity, 51-22. Three point goals: Allen (2),
Vaughn, Lyon.
Trinity 109, Bates 88
Trinity (109)-Kurtz3 6 12,Lyon62 18,Stubbs 10 1 21,
Vaughn 6 4 18, Reilly 7 1 15, Hinchey 0 4 4, Moorhouse
5 9 19, Perno 0 2 2. Totals: 37 29.
, Halftime: Trinity, 54-46. Three point goals: T-Lyon (4),
Vaughn (2). Records: Trinity 14-3, Bates 5-14.
Women's Basketball Results
Bates 81, Trinity 70
Trinity (70) - O'Donell 0 2 2, Murphy 3 8 16, LeBrun 1
02,Ennis2 04,Kolsted45 13,Barr000,Chiodo9321,
Farquhar 6 0 12. Totals: 25 18.
Halftime: Trinity 42-33. Three point goals: T-Murphy

7:00
7:00 "
7:00

W-L
9-1
4-3

Visit High Spirits
Wines and Liquors,
"Your Place for Kegs",
for the lowest prices

VISA
The Shoinbi Sharp Intramural Poll
N. C. A. A.

team
record GB
B-Psi
5-0
Albatross
5-1
.5
Mass Bay Bombers
4-1
1
Jake's Boys
3-0
1
AXP
2-2
2.5
AirEells
2-2
2.5
NuBoys
.
2-3
3
Demo
2-3
3
Beer Guts
.
1-3
3.5
Pike
1-4
4
Broad Street Bullies
0-4
4.5
Psi-U
0-4
4.5
N. I. T. East
record GB
Disciples of Love
4-0
Vanilla Gorillas
4-1
.5
Bears
4-1
.5
Jammers
2*1
1.5
Funstoners
1-1
2
Boulers
1-1
2
Hype
»
3-4
2.5
G&GGang
•
1-33
NuTeam
• ,..
1-4
3.5
Justice
0-5
4.5
N.I. T. West
record GB
BetaB's
6-1
St. Elmo
4-1
1
Rimers
4-1
1
Hogs
3-2
2
Mulvaney Mechanical
2-2
2.5
Marathon Men '
1-2
3
Lorenzo's Llamas
3-5
3.5
NuDogs
• 1-3
3.5
Foulshots
1-4
4
St. Anthony's
0-4
4.5
*due to the nature of intramural athletics, records and
standings may not be completely accurate.

We're right off Fairfield Avenue!

Kegs
1/2 Keg Budweiser
$42.00, tax included

l/2KegBusch
$33.00, tax included

Large Selection of
Liquor and Wine
and Imported Beers

High Spirits Wines and Liquors

We Deliver!

Kegs
1/2 Keg Shaeffer
$27.00, tax included
1/2 Keg Milwaukee's Best
.. $25.00, tax included

237 White St., at the corner of Hillside

The College View Cafe Scoreboard
Athlete of
the Week
This week's College View Athlete of
the Week is Robin Silver. Robin, a
junior, won four of her six matches at
last weekend's Howe Cup Intercollegiate Squash Tournament, to help the
women's squash team to a ranking of
fourth in the nation. Robin, the team's.
#4 seed, downed opponents from
Franklin and Marshall, Brown, Dartmouth, and avenged a loss to an
opponent from Yale 3-0. Congratulations Robin!

Tuesday is $3 Pitcher Night at The View
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Men's Hoop Sweeps Three On Road
-By Mark RussellSports Writer
The Trinity men's basketball
team took their 11-3 record on the
road this week for three game against
Clark, Bowdoin, and Bates. The
Bantams managed to win all three
games to extend their winning streak
to four games. The balanced offensive attack this week al lowed the team
to improve their road record to 6-3 in
games the Bantams felt they had to
win. Sophomore point guard Joe
Reilly said, "After losing to W.P.I.,
we knew that the games against Clack
and Bowdoin were important to us."
Reilly's return to action was one of
the catalysts for Trinity's 73-66 wfn
over Clark in Worcester. In weekend
games, the Bantams offense exploded
for victories against Bowdoin 99-68
friday and Bates 109-88 on Saturday.
Seniortri-captainGlenn Kurtz agreed
with Reilly about the importance of

the victories and commented that,
"The key to the games was that we
came out strong in all of them and
managed to get a big lead early"
The game against Clark fit that
pattern closely, as the Bantams took a
29-19 lead by halftime. However, the
opposition, led by Qua's 22 points in
the building where only four teams
have won in four years, struggled
back to tie the score at 66 within the'
final two minutes of the game. But
two free throws by senior Jon Moorhouse (7pts.) and a clutch basket by
thestate'sleadingrebounder, Michael
Stubbs (16-points), pulled the game
out of Clark's reach.
Joe Reilly scored 18 points and
commented, "Not too many teams go
up there and win, but they tied it up.
Stubbs and Moorhouse were the key
to the game at the end." The game
was controlled mostly by the Bantams, who kept a five point cushion
throughout most of the game, with
both teams going on runs in both
halves. Perimeter shooting contin-

ued to be a strong point of Trinity's victory. But the story of the game was
game, with six three-point goals in Kurtz, who put in season-high point
the game. Half of those were pro- total. Kurtz commented, "We went
vided by senior Ted Lyon and the rest up expecting to win both gantes." It
were scored by freshman Matt appeared that the Bantams "would
Vaughn.
sweep the weekend but Reilly reAfter two days of practice," the mained low-key, saying, "It's hard to
basketball team traveled to the re- go up there and win both games with
mote reaches of Maine for games all the travel and the old gyms"
against Bowdoin and Bates. The first
Despite the long trip and the
game saw the scoring punch of Glenn doubleheader, Trinity came out strong
Kurtz come alive, as he scored 21 againstthesmall,pressingBatesteam.
points in a 31 - point Bantam victory. Moorhouse added, "They didn't have
Five players scored in doublefigures anyone over 6_'4", but they pressed us
for Trinity while the Bowdoin high the whole game." The 109 points
scorer Kevin O'Keefe had punched .scored against Bates was just four
in 11. Matt Perno and Jon Moorhouse points short of the Trinity record of
each put in 12 points. Anthony Mar- the game total. The Bantams scored
tin and Joe Reilly added 10 points all those points despite the backcourt's
apiece.
foul trouble in the game.
The game was never in doubt for
Reilly explained, "We had about
the Bantams as they built a 55-22 a ten-point lead the whole game, but,
halftime lead and cruised to an easy with about seven minutes left, we

stalled. We let the shot clock get
down to about ten before we looked
for a shot." This stalling represented
the Bantams, playing "pretty intelligently", according to Kurtz. "We
kept our heads through a pretty crazy
game." Jon Moorhouse added, "It
was just an up and down game, but we
were too big for them. Their offense
came from the outside."
The Bantams now face the tough
part of the season. Moorhouse said,
"We have to play Amherst and Williams, who are in the NESCAC race.
•We also play Manhattanville and
SUNY-Albany, who are both fighting for NCAA division three bids.
And.then we have to go to Wesleyan
and play in front of all those fans." So
the road ahead is paved with difficulty for Trinity, but for this week at
least, the road was kind to the Bantams.

Five Harriers Qualify
for New England's' •
-By Aaron SobelSports Writer
After an interesting bus tour of
most of central Massachusetts, the
Bantam track unit finally arrived at
Towne Fieldhouse in Williamstown,
MA to compete in the annual, Williams Invitational. This meet, which
included teams from Amherst, Norwich, Wesleyan, and host Williams,
was an excellentchance for Trinity to
test its future outdoor opponents.
While Williams did win both the
men and women' s meets, it should be
noted that they had full teams and
entered every event. If a comparison
was madebetweenthe results in events
which both Trinity and Williams
entered (Trinity didn't enter people in
every event), themarginof Williams'
victory diminishes rapidly. For instance, the score in the women's meet
would have then been only 24-19'in
Williams' favor.
What this shows is that despite
the overall results, Trinity is gearing
up quite well to defend its outdoor
NESCAC title. With Head-Indoor
Coach Alex Magoun reminding his
athletes that they have only six weeks
until spring training in Florida (and
theBanlams first victim, Middlebury),
rapid improvement on Trinity's part
was in generous amounts at this meet.
The iong day started off with
stellar performances in the shot put.
To begin, sophomore strongman J.B.
Wells '91 went for brokeand found it
with a personal best heave of 45'5" to
take third place. As if this wasn't
enough, junior weightman, Sam
Gourley '90 followed right behind
Wells with a new best of 43'9" to fill
the fourth spot. Gourley will nou
join Wells next week at the Division
3 New Englands.
' On the women's side, Jen Van
Campen '90 threw a personal best pt
31'7"-to win. Results such as these
show that the Bantam weight team
will definitely be a strong factor thi- outdoor season. With the addition ol
more throwers with excellent poten
tial and New Britain High weight->
guru Irv Black coaching, Peta
Goodrich (a National ranker from
Bates), et al. can say their prayer
because opponents will need all tin.
help they can get.
The throwers' efforts weu
complemented by. other excellent
results in the field, In the long jump
once again, it was the team of Rod
Moore '89 and Aaron Sobel '90 leap
ing their way to second and third
place finishes, respectively. Then, in
the triplejump, Sobel took sixthplace
in a competition that featured Wil
Hams' school record-holder, Geolt
Igharo.

The women's long jump was
easily won by Trinity school recordholderand co-captain, Kay McGownn
'89. Tier closest competitor was at
least a half-foot behind. Also on the
field was a performance that gets the
guts award for the day. On just two
days practice, Rich Skubish '89, the
two-time NESCAC champion in the
pole vault, skied over 12'6" to finish
second and barely miss qualifying to
the Division 3 New Englands.
There was also some exciting
action on the track that began with
speedster Moore rocketing to .fourth
place in the 55m with a 6.94. Also,
McGowan, after clocking a 7.88 in
the women's 55m prelims, returned a
7.99 timing in the final to take fourth.
This was followed by the brotherbrother tandem in the 200m of
Rhoades Alderson '92 and co-captain Russ Alderson '89. In a veiy
quick race, the'younger Alderson ran
to a 23.88 clocking and second place
while the older Alderson held on to
fourth with a timing of 24 flat.
The 500m was a very, close race
coming down the stretch, but cocaptain Scott Isaac '89 proved to be
too strong as he won in 1:07.24. That
time is just .12 of a second off his
school record set on the very same
track, Freshman Campbell Barrett
'92 is definitely getting of on the right
foot in his collegiate track career as he
Continued on Page 17

Jack Kirkpatrick '92 and a WPI wrestler square off in last Saturday's loss to WPI. Trinity will wrestle at home at 1 -.00
on Saturday, February 18.
P h o t o b y C | a r e s. L a w r e n c e

Hockey Lifts Record to 14-4
-By Chris BrownSports Writer
After winning three games last
week, which brings the Bantams'
current winning streak to seven games,
the mood around the Bantam locker
room haschangedconsiderably. Gone
are the doubts about their ability to
score, the questioning of the amount
of penalties they were taking, and the
talk of a rebuilding season. Back is

Contender Sine Gorman ««) made sivtr,.., sa^es m Saturd.'.) . 8-4 Victor, „ , „

that old Bantam hockey pride.
The Bantams destroyed Nichols
10-1, Iona 8-4, and Assumption 8-4.
Leading the surge for the'Bantams is
the gold line of DuBqef, Williamson,
and Murphy. The DWM line has has
been as good a gold for the Bantams.
They produced 12 goals, in the 'last
three games.
Coach Dunham combined the
trio for the Fairfield contest. Williamson has moved from playing wing
to playing center. Murphy has

sumption.
Photo by Kathleen Thomas

switched to play the left wing, and
DuBoef is playing his off wing on the
right side. DuBoef enjoys playing the
off wing. "Personally, I like the off
wing. I get 'off better shots." Williamson explains his line's success
rather simply. "We just started playing together against Fairfield. Todd
and Mike are working hard to create
scoring opportunities, and I try to do
the same."
Against Nichols, Jay Williamson recorded a hat-trick as the Bantams poured 54 shots on the Bison's
netminder, Scott Leaver, this one
was a one sided affair. The Nichols
squad was lucky if they carried the
puck into the Trinity defensive zone.
Also, scoring'for Trinity was Todd
DuBoef, who had two goals, Larry
Trinceri, Trip Manley, Tom Scull,
Mike Murphy, and Mike Miele. Going
into the second stanza, the Bantams
were leading 2-0. Six Trinity goals
later, the game was over. Miele scored
the sixth goal of the period at the
12:54 mark of the second period. The
big senior defenseman one timed a
pass from Kevin Kavanagh to beat
Leaver over his light shoulder.
The Bantams avenged one of
their Division III losses with a solid
performanceagainstlona. Thechippy
club from New York dug its own
grave by taking five penalties in the
first period, which resulted in two
power play goals for Trinity. Trip
Manley scoied the first goal of the
game at 9:28 of the first peuod when
he slapped home a pass from John
Gregory Trinity went up 2-0 as
Murphy unleashed a drive a few yards
outside the blueline which beat the
Iona goaltender to his right. Freshman Martin Mooney pushed the score
to 3-0. With 2:41 remaining, Jay
Continued on Page 17

